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Abstract
High dimensional time series1 presents uniques challenges due to both the serial de-
pendence and the large feature space. In this research, we consider three topics under high
dimensional time series: graphical model estimation under multiple time series, portfolio
optimization under heavy-tailed time series, and Kolmogorov dependent time series. In
the first topic, we consider multiple stationary time series with varying covariance struc-
ture, and propose a graphical model estimator that borrows strength from all time series.
In the second topic, we consider financial asset return series that exhibit heavy-tailed dis-
tributions. We reformulate portfolio optimization based on quantile statistics to explicitly
accommodate heavy tails. In the third topic, we propose a general framework for model-
ing serial dependence in multivariate time series. We explore its connections with existing
models, and demonstrate its applications in scatter matrix estimation. At the core of these
topics are several methods for estimating high dimensional covariance and scatter matrices,
and the quantification of how their consistency is affected by the dependence strength of
the time series.
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A multivariate time series is a sequence of random vectors observed successively over
a time interval. As a characteristic property, the random vectors in the time series often
exhibit serial dependence. In particular, the value of a random vector at one time is statis-
tically dependent on the value at another time. In this work, we consider high dimensional
time series where the dimension of the random vectors can be much larger than the number
of observations.
High dimensional time series arise in a wide spectrum of scientific applications. For
example, in brain functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), the image from one scan
is highly dependent on the images from neighboring scans. Moreover, there are usually
hundreds of thousands of voxels in an image, while the number of repeated scans is often
only a few hundred for a subject. In finance, the current prices of the stocks in a portfolio are
highly dependent on the historical price movements. Moreover, since the market conditions
change rapidly, the number of price observations that reflect the current market conditions
are often much smaller than the number of stocks in a portfolio.
High dimensional time series present unique challenges in statistical analysis. First of
all, quantifying the degree of serial dependence is difficult. Although many quantifications
exists, they are mostly tailored to specific models and methods, and are not immediately
applicable to others. Moreover, the connections between these quantifications are largely
unknown. Secondly, serial dependence violates the assumption of independent observa-
tions in classic statistical analysis. How to characterize the effect of serial dependence in
statistical estimation is still an open question in many applications. Thirdly, to accommo-
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date a much larger dimension compared to sample size, special regularization techniques
are needed to reduce the feature space.
In this work, we tackle these challenges in three specific topics of high dimensional time
series: estimating graphical models in multiple time series, optimizing portfolios under
heavy-tailed financial asset return series, and modeling the serial dependence strength of
a general time series. Detailed specifications and contributions under each topic follow in
Section 1.1. At the core of the proposed methodologies are high dimensional covariance or
scatter matrix estimators. A common theme of the proposed theory is to quantify of how
serial dependence impacts the consistency of these methods.
1.1 Organization
In the first part of the thesis, we consider the problem of jointly estimating multiple
graphical models1 in multiple time series. Motivated by a resting state functional magnetic
resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) study, we consider data collected from n subjects, each of
which consists of T stationary but dependent observations. The distributions of the data
vary across subjects, but are assumed to change smoothly corresponding to a measure of
closeness between subjects. In this scenario, statistical methodologies are desired to esti-
mate the graphical model of any distribution, while borrowing strength from all the subjects
available. To this end, we propose a kernel based method for estimating the covariance ma-
1A graphical model is a statistical model whose conditional dependence structure is represented by a
graph. The nodes of the graph represent random variables, and the edges represent the conditional dependence
structure between the random variables.
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trices and graphical models. Theoretically, under a double asymptotic framework, where
both (T, n) and the dimension d can increase, we provide the explicit rate of convergence in
parameter estimation. It characterizes the strength one can borrow across different individ-
uals and the impact of serial dependence on parameter estimation. Empirically, experiments
on both synthetic and real rs-fMRI data illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The second part of the thesis is focused on portfolio optimization under financial asset
return series. Financial asset returns typically exhibit heavy-tailed distributions2, where sig-
nificant deviations from the mean is far more likely to occur than in Gaussian distributions.
Heavy-tailed distributions make the modeling and analysis of financial returns challenging,
since many standard, moment-based statistics are no longer consistent, or even ill-defined,
without light-tail assumptions. In this work, we consider a stationary, high dimensional
time series with no assumption on the tail condition. We propose a robust portfolio op-
timization approach building on a class of quantile-based scatter matrix estimators. We
derive explicit rates of convergence for the scatter matrix estimators and the risk of the op-
timized portfolio. The rates capture the effect of serial dependence, measured by φ-mixing
coefficients, on consistency, and hold without any requirement on the tail of the distri-
butions. The empirical effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated under both
synthetic and real equity data.
In the third part of the thesis, we develop a general framework for modeling serial de-
pendence for time series. The framework is motivated by the difficulty of using existing
2Heavy-tailed distributions commonly refer to probability distributions whose tails cannot be upper
bounded by the exponential distribution.
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models to analyze quantile-based statistics, as well as the lack of unity over existing mod-
els. To these ends, we propose a new measure of serial dependence named Kolmogorov
dependence measure. Using this measure, we develop the Kolmogorov dependence condi-
tion, and show that it’s weaker and more intuitive than many widely used weak dependence
conditions. Under the framework of Kolmogorov dependence, we revisit the topic of es-
timating quantile-based scatter matrices. We show that a more general characterization of
the effect of dependence on the consistency can be obtained.
5
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TIME SERIES
2.1 Introduction
Undirected graphical models encoding the conditional independence structure among
the variables in a random vector have been heavily exploited in multivariate data analysis
(Lauritzen, 1996). For a random vectorX = (X1, . . . , Xd)T, the corresponding undirected
graphical model specifies a graph with node set V = {1, . . . , d} and edge set E = {(i, j) :
Xi and Xj are conditional dependent given the remaining random variables inX}. In par-
ticular, when X ∼ Nd(0,Σ) is multivariate Gaussian, estimating such graphical models
is equivalent to estimating the nonzero entries in the inverse covariance matrix Θ := Σ−1.
Indeed, the edge set is equal to E = {(i, j) : Θij 6= 0} (Dempster, 1972). The undi-
rected graphical model encoding the conditional independence structure for the Gaussian
distribution is sometimes called a Gaussian graphical model.
There has been much work on estimating a single Gaussian graphical model, G, based
on n independent observations. In low dimensional settings where the dimension, d, is
fixed, Drton and Perlman (2007) and Drton and Perlman (2008) proposed to estimate G
using multiple testing procedures. In settings where the dimension is much larger than
the sample size, n, Meinshausen and Bühlmann (2006) proposed to estimate G by solving
a collection of regression problems via the lasso. Yuan and Lin (2007), Banerjee et al.
(2008), Friedman et al. (2008), Rothman et al. (2008), and Liu and Luo (2012) proposed to
directly estimate Θ using the `1 penalty (detailed definition provided later). More recently,
Yuan (2010) and Cai et al. (2011) proposed to estimate Θ via linear programming. The
above mentioned estimators are all consistent with regard to both parameter estimation and
7
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model selection, even when d is nearly exponentially larger than n.
This body of work is focused on estimating a single graph based on independent re-
alizations of a common random vector. However, in many applications this simple model
does not hold. For example, the data can be collected from multiple individuals that share
the same set of variables, but differ with regard to the structures among variables. This
situation is frequently encountered in the area of brain connectivity network estimation
(Friston, 2011). Here brain connectivity networks corresponding to different subjects vary,
but are expected to be more similar if the corresponding subjects share many common de-
mographic, health or other covariate features. Under this setting, estimating the graphical
models separately for each subject ignores the similarity between the adjacent graphical
models. In contrast, estimating one population graphical model based on the data of all
subjects ignores the differences between graphs and may lead to inconsistent estimates.
There has been a line of research in jointly estimating multiple Gaussian graphical
models for independent data. On one hand, Guo et al. (2011) and Danaher et al. (2014)
proposed methods via introducing new penalty terms, which encourage the sparsity of both
the parameters in each subject and the differences between parameters in different sub-
jects. On the other hand, Song et al. (2009a), Song et al. (2009b), Kolar and Xing (2009),
Zhou et al. (2010), and Kolar et al. (2010) focused on independent data with time-varying
networks. They proposed efficient algorithms for estimating and predicting the networks
along the time line.
In this paper, we propose a new method for jointly estimating and predicting networks
8
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corresponding to multiple subjects. The method is based on a different model compared
to the ones listed above. The motivation of this model arises from resting state functional
magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) data, where there exist many natural orderings cor-
responding to measures of health status, demographics, and many other subject-specific co-
variates. Moreover, the observations of each subject are multiple brain scans with temporal
dependence. Accordingly, different from the methods in estimating time varying networks,
we need to handle the data where each subject has T , instead of one, observations. Dif-
ferent from the methods in Guo et al. (2011) and Danaher et al. (2014), it is assumed that
there exists a natural ordering for the subjects, and the parameters of interest vary smoothly
corresponding to this ordering. Moreover, we allow the observations to be dependent via
a temporal dependence structure. Such a setting has not been studied in high dimensions
until very recently (Loh and Wainwright, 2012; Han and Liu, 2013b; Wang et al., 2013).
We exploit a similar kernel based approach as in Zhou et al. (2010). It is shown that
our method can efficiently estimate and predict multiple networks while allowing the data
to be dependent. Theoretically, under a double asymptotic framework, where both d and
(T, n) may increase, we provide an explicit rate of convergence in parameter estimation. It
sharply characterizes the strength one can borrow across different subjects and the impact
of data dependence on the convergence rate. Empirically, we illustrate the effectiveness
of the proposed method on both synthetic and real rs-fMRI data. In detail, we conduct
comparisons of the proposed approach with several existing methods under three synthetic
patterns of evolving graphs. In addition, we study the large scale ADHD-200 dataset to
9
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investigate the development of brain connectivity networks over age, as well as the effect
of kernel bandwidth on estimation, where scientifically interesting results are unveiled.
We note that the proposed multiple time series model has analogous prototypes in
spatial-temporal analysis. This line of work is focused on multiple times series indexed
by a spatial variable. A common strategy models the spatial-temporal observations by a
joint Gaussian process, and imposes a specific structure on the spatial-temporal covariance
function (Jones and Zhang, 1997; Cressie and Huang, 1999). Another common strategy de-
composes the temporal series into a latent spatial-temporal structure and a residual noise.
Examples of the latent spatial-temporal structure include temporal autoregressive processes
(Høst et al., 1995; Sølna and Switzer, 1996; Antunes and Rao, 2006; Rao, 2008) and mean
processes (Storvik et al., 2002; Gelfand et al., 2003; Banerjee et al., 2004, 2008; Nobre
et al., 2011). The residual noise is commonly modeled by a parametric process such as a
Gaussian process. The aforementioned literature is restricted in three aspects. First, they
only consider univariate or low dimensional multivariate spatial-temporal series. Secondly,
they restrict the covariance structure of the observations to a specific form. Thirdly, none of
this literature addresses the problem of estimating the conditional independence structure
of the time series. In comparison, we consider estimating the conditional independence
graph under high dimensional times series. Moreover, our model involves no assumption
on the structure of the covariance matrix.
We organize the rest of the paper as follows. In Section 2.2, the problem setup is
introduced and the proposed method is given. In Section 2.3, the main theoretical results
10
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are provided. In Section 2.4, the method is applied to both synthetic and rs-fMRI data to
illustrate its empirical usefulness. A discussion is provided in the last section. Additional
results and technical proofs are put in the appendix.
2.2 The Model and Method
Let M = (Mjk) ∈ Rd×d and v = (v1, ..., vd)T ∈ Rd. We denote vI to be the sub-
vector of v whose entries are indexed by a set I ⊂ {1, . . . , d}. We denote MI,J to be the
submatrix of M whose rows are indexed by I and columns are indexed by J . Let MI,∗ be
the submatrix of M whose rows are indexed by I , and M∗,J be the submatrix of M whose









, and ‖v‖∞ = max
1≤j≤d
|vj|,
where I(·) is the indicator function. For a matrix M, denote the matrix `q, `max, and
Frobenius norms to be
‖M‖q = max
‖v‖q=1
‖Mv‖q, ‖M‖max = max
jk






For any two sequences an, bn ∈ R, we say that an  bn if cbn ≤ an ≤ Cbn for some
constants c, C.
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2.2.1 Model
Let {Xu}u∈[0,1] be a series of d-dimensional random vectors indexed by the label u,
which can represent any kind of ordering in subjects (e.g., any covariate or confounder of
interest transformed to the space [0, 1]). For any u ∈ [0, 1], assume thatXu ∼ Nd{0,Σ(u)}.
Here Σ(·) : [0, 1] → Sd×d+ is a function from [0, 1] to the d by d positive definite ma-
trix set, Sd×d+ . Let Ω(u) := {Σ(u)}−1 be the inverse covariance matrix of Xu and let
G(u) ∈ {0, 1}d×d represent the conditional independence graph corresponding to Xu,
satisfying that {G(u)}jk = 1 if and only if {Ω(u)}jk 6= 0.
Suppose that data points in u = u1, . . . , un are observed. Let xi1, . . . ,xiT ∈ Rd be T
observations of Xui , with a temporal dependence structure among them. In particular, for
simplicity, in this manuscript we assume that {xit}Tt=1 follows a lag one stationary vector
autoregressive (VAR) model, i.e.,
xit = A(ui)xi(t−1) + εit, for i = 1, . . . , n, t = 2, . . . , T, (2.1)
and xit ∼ Nd{0,Σ(ui)} for t = 2, . . . , T . Here we note that extensions to vector autore-
gressive models with higher orders are also analyzable using the same techniques in Han
and Liu (2013b). But for simplicity, in this manuscript we only consider the lag one case.
A(u) ∈ Rd×d is referred to as the transition matrix. It is assumed that the Gaussian noise,
εit ∼ Nd{0,Ψ(ui)} is independent of {εit′}t′ 6=t and {xit′}t−1t′=1. Both A(·) and Ψ(·) are con-
sidered as functions on [0, 1]. Due to the stationary property, for any u ∈ [0, 1], taking the
12
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covariance on either side of Equation (2.1), we have Σ(u) = A(u)Σ(u){A(u)}T + Ψ(u).
For any i 6= i′, it is assumed that {xit}Tt=1 are independent of {xi′t}Tt=1. For i = 1, . . . , n
and t = 1, . . . , T , denote xit = (xit1, . . . , xitd)T.
Of note, the function A(·) characterizes the temporal dependence in the time series.
For each label u, A(u) represents the transition matrix of the VAR model specific to u.
By allowing A(u) to depend on u, as u varies, the temporal dependence structure of the
corresponding time series is allowed to vary, too.
As is noted in Section 1, the proposed model is motivated by brain network estimation
using rs-fMRI data. For instance, the ADHD data considered in Section 2.4.3 consist of n
subjects with ages (u) ranging from 7 to 22, while time series measurements within each
subject are indexed by t varying from 1 to 200, say. That is, for each subject, a list of
rs-fMRI images with temporal dependence are available. We model the list of images by
a VAR process, as exploited in Equation (2.1). For a fixed age u, A(u) characterizes the
temporal dependence structure of the time series corresponding to the subject with age u.
As age varies, the temporal dependence structures of the images may vary, too. Allowing
A(u) to change with u accommodates such changes. The VAR model is a common tool
in modeling dependence for rs-fMRI data. Consider Harrison et al. (2003), Penny et al.
(2005), Rogers et al. (2010), Chen et al. (2011a), and Valdés-Sosa et al. (2005), for more
details.
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2.2.2 Method
We exploit the idea proposed in Zhou et al. (2010) and use a kernel based estimator
for subject specific graph estimation. The proposed approach requires two main steps..
In the first step, a smoothed estimate of the covariance matrix Σ(u0), denoted as S(u0),
is obtained for a target label u0. In the second step, Ω(u0) is estimated by plugging the
covariance matrix estimate S(u0) into the CLIME algorithm (Cai et al., 2011).
More specifically, let K(·) : R → R be a symmetric nonnegative kernel function with






K(v)dv = 1, and
∫ 1
0
vK(v)dv ≤ C1. (2.2)
Equation (2.2) is satisfied by a number of commonly used kernel functions. Examples
include:
Uniform kernel: K(s) = I(|s| ≤ 1)/2;
Triangular kernel: K(s) = (1− |s|)I(|s| ≤ 1);
Epanechnikov kernel: K(s) = 3(1− s2)I(|s| ≤ 1)/4;
Cosine kernel: K(s) = π cos(πs/2)I(|s| ≤ 1)/4.
For estimating any covariance matrix Σ(u0) with the label u0 ∈ [0, 1], the smoothed
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it ∈ Rd×d. (2.4)
Here c(u0) = 2I(u0 ∈ {0, 1}) + I{u0 ∈ (0, 1)} is a constant depending on whether u0 is
on the boundary or not, and h is the bandwidth parameter. We will discuss how to select h
in the next section.
After obtaining the covariance matrix estimate, S(u0), we proceed to estimate Ω(u0) :=
{Σ(u0)}−1. When a suitable sparsity assumption on the inverse covariance matrix Ω(u0)
is available, we propose to estimate Ω(u0) by plugging S(u0) into the CLIME algorithm
(Cai et al., 2011). In detail, the inverse covariance matrix estimator Ω̂(u0) of Ω(u0) is





|Mjk|, subject to ‖S(u0)M− Id‖max ≤ λ, (2.5)
where Id ∈ Rd×d is the identity matrix and λ is a tuning parameter. Equation (2.5) can be
further decomposed into d optimization subproblems (Cai et al., 2011). For j = 1, . . . , d,
the j-th column of Ω̂(u0) can be solved as:
{Ω̂(u0)}∗j = argmin
v∈Rd
‖v‖1, subject to ‖S(u0)v − ej‖∞ ≤ λ, (2.6)
where ej is the j-th canonical vector. Equation (2.6) can be solved efficiently using a
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parametric simplex algorithm (Pang et al., 2013). Hence, the solution to Equation (2.5) can
be computed in parallel.
Once Ω̂(u0) is obtained, we can apply an additional threshold step to estimate the Graph











Here γ is another tuning parameter.
Of note, although two tuning parameters, λ and γ, are introduced, γ is introduced
merely for theoretical soundness. Empirically, we found that setting γ to be 0 or a very
small value (e.g., 10−5) has proven to work well. This is consistent with existing literature
on graphical model estimation. We refer the readers to Cai et al. (2011), Liu et al. (2012a),
Liu et al. (2012b), Xue and Zou (2012), and Han et al. (2013) for more discussion on this
issue.
Procedures for choosing λ have also been well studied in the graphical model literature.
On one hand, popular selection criteria, such as the stability approach based on subsam-
pling (Meinshausen and Bühlmann, 2010; Liu et al., 2010), exist and have been well stud-
ied. On the other hand, when prior knowledge about the sparsity of the precision matrix is
available, a common approach is trying a sequence of λ, and choosing one according to a
desired sparsity level.
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2.3 Theoretical Properties
In this section the theoretical properties of the proposed estimators in Equations (2.5)
and (2.7) are provided. Under a double asymptotic framework, the rates of convergence in
parameter estimation under the matrix `1 and `max norms are given.
Before establishing the theoretical result, we first pose an additional assumption on the
function Σ(·). In detail, let Σjk(·) : u→ {Σ(u)}jk be a real function. In the following, we
assume that Σjk(·) is a smooth function with regard to any j, k ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Here and in
the sequel, the derivatives at support boundaries are defined as one-sided derivatives.
(A1) There exists one absolute constant, C2, such that for all u ∈ [0, 1],
∣∣∣∣ dduΣjk(u)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C2, for j, k ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
Under Assumption (A1), we propose the following lemma, which shows that when the
subjects are sampled in u = u1, . . . , un with ui = i/n for i = 1, . . . , n, the estimator S(u0)
approximates Σ(u0) at a fast rate for any u0 ∈ [0, 1]. The convergence rate delivered here
characterizes both the strength one can borrow across different subjects and the impact of
temporal dependence structure on estimation accuracy.
Lemma 1. Suppose that the data points are generated from the model discussed in Section
2.2.1 and Assumption (A1) holds. Moreover, suppose that the observed subjects are in
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= O(h−η), for j, k ∈ {1, . . . , d},














where ξ := supu∈[0,1] maxj[Σ(u)]jj/minj[Σ(u)]jj , then the smoothed sample covariance
matrix estimator S(u0) defined in Equation (2.3) satisfies:
‖S(u0)−Σ(u0)‖max = OP










Assumption (A2) is a convolution between the smoothness of K(·) and Σjk(·), and is a
weaker requirement than imposing smoothness individually. Assumption (A2) is satisfied
by many commonly used kernel functions, including the aforementioned examples in Sec-
tion 2.2.2. For example, with regard to the Epanechnikov kernel K(s) = 3(1− s2)I(|s| ≤



























Therefore, as long as Σjk(u), dduΣjk(u), and
d2
du2
Σjk(u) are uniformly bounded, the Epanech-
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nikov kernel satisfies Assumption (A2) with η ≥ 2.
There are several observations drawn from Lemma 1. First, the rate of convergence
in parameter estimation is upper bounded by n−
2
2+η , which is due to the bias in estimat-
ing Σ(u0) from only n labels. This term is irrelevant to the sample size T in each sub-
ject and cannot be improved without adding stronger (potentially unrealistic) assumptions.
For example, when none of ξ, supt ‖Σ(u)‖2, and supt ‖A(u)‖2 scales with (n, T, d) and
T > Cn
6−η
2+η log d for some generic constant C, the estimator achieves a n−
2
2+η rate of
convergence. Secondly, in the term {log d/(Tn)}1/4, n characterizes the strength one can
borrow across different subjects, while T demonstrates the contribution from within a sub-
ject. When n > CT
2+η
6−η , the estimator achieves a {log d/(Tn)}1/4 rate of convergence. The
first two points discussed above, together, quantify the settings where the proposed meth-
ods can beat the naive method which only exploits the data points in each subject itself for
parameter estimation.
Finally, Lemma 1 also demonstrates how temporal dependence may affect the rate of
convergence. Specifically, the spectral norm of the transition matrix, ‖A(u)‖2, character-
izes the strength of temporal dependence. The term 1/{1−supu∈[0,1]‖A(u)‖2} in Equation
(2.9) demonstrates the impact of the dependence strength on the rate of convergence. Fur-
ther discussions on the effect of A(u) are collected in Section A.1 of the appendix.
Next, we consider the case where A(u) = 0 and hence {xit}Tt=1 are independent obser-
vations with no temporal dependence. In this case, following Zhou et al. (2010), the rate of
convergence in parameter estimation can be improved.
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Lemma 2. Under the assumptions in Lemma 1, if it is further assumed that
















= O(h−4) for all j, k ∈ {1, . . . , d};

































We note again that the aforementioned kernel functions satisfy Assumptions (B2) for
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Lemma 2 shows that the rate of convergence can be improved to {log d/(Tn)}1/3 when
the data are independent. Of note, this rate matches the results in Zhou et al. (2010).
However, the improved rate is valid only when a strong independence assumption holds,
which is unrealistic in many applications, rs-fMRI data analysis for example.
After obtaining Lemmas 1 and 2, we proceed to the final result, which shows the the-
oretical performance of the estimators Ω̂(u0) and Ĝ(u0) proposed in Equations (2.5) and
(2.7). We show that under certain sparsity constraints, the proposed estimators are consis-
tent, even when d is nearly exponentially larger than n and T .
We first introduce some additional notation. Let Md ∈ R be a quantity which may








|Mjk|q ≤ s, ‖M‖1 ≤Md
}
.
For q = 0, the class M(0, s,Md) contains all the matrices with the number of nonzero
entries in each column less than s and bounded `1 norm. We then let



















Theorem 1 presents the parameter estimation and graph estimation consistency results for
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the estimators defined in Equations (2.5) and (2.7).
Theorem 1. Suppose that the conditions in Lemma 1 hold. Assume that Θ(u0) :={Σ(u0)}−1
∈ M(q, s,Md) with 0 ≤ q < 1. Let Θ̂(u0) be defined in Equation (2.5). Then there exists
a constant C3 only depending on q, such that, whenever the tuning parameter
λ = C3Mdκ(n, T, d)
is chosen, one has that
‖Θ̂(u0)−Θ(u0)‖2 = OP
{
M2−2qd sκ(n, T, d)
1−q} .
Moreover, let Ĝ(u0) be the graph estimator defined in Equation (2.7) with the second step










If the conditions in Lemma 2 hold, the above results are true with κ replaced by κ∗.
Theorem 1 shows that the proposed method is theoretically guaranteed to be consistent
in both parameter estimation and model selection, even when the dimension d is nearly
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exponentially larger than nT . Theorem 1 can be proved by following the proofs of Theorem
1 and Theorem 7 in Cai et al. (2011) and the proof is accordingly omitted.
2.4 Experiments
In this section, the empirical performance of the proposed method is investigated. This
section consists of two parts. In the first, we demonstrate the performance using synthetic
data, where the true generating models are known. On one hand, the proposed kernel based
method is compared to several existing methods. The advantage of this new method is
shown in both parameter estimation and model selection. On the other hand, implications
of the theoretical results are also empirically verified. In the second part, the proposed
method is applied to a large scale rs-fMRI data (the ADHD-200 data) and some potentially
scientifically interesting results are explored. Additional experimental results are provided
in Section A.2 of the appendix.
2.4.1 Synthetic Data
The performance of the proposed kernel-smoothing estimator (denoted as KSE) is com-
pared to three existing methods: a naive estimator (donated as naive; details follow below),
Danaher et al. (2014)’s group graphical lasso (denoted as GGL), and Guo et al. (2011)’s es-
timator (denoted as Guo). Throughout the simulation studies, it is assumed that the graphs
are evolving from u = 0 to u = 1 continuously. Although there is one graphical model
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corresponding to each u ∈ [0, 1], it is assumed that data are observed at n equally spaced
points u = 0, 1/(n−1), 2/(n−1), . . . , 1. For each u = 0, 1/(n−1), 2/(n−1), . . . , 1, T ob-
servations were generated from the corresponding graph under a stationary VAR(1) model
discussed in Equation (2.1). To generate the transition matrix, A, the precision matrix was
obtained using the R package Huge (Zhao et al., 2012) with graph structure “random”.
Then it is divided by twice its largest eigenvalue to obtain A, so that ‖A‖2 = 0.5. The
same transition matrix is used under every label u. Our main target is to estimate the graph
at u0 = 0, as the endpoints represent the most difficult point for estimation. We also inves-
tigate one setting where the target label is u0 = 1/2, to demonstrate the performance at a
non-extreme target label.
In the following, three existing methods for comparison are reviewed. naive is obtained
by first calculating the sample covariance matrix at target label u0 using only the T obser-
vations under this label, and then plugged into the CLIME algorithm. Compared to KSE,
GGL and Guo do not assume that there exists a smooth change among the graphs. Instead,
they assume that the data come from n categories. That is, there are n corresponding un-
derlying graphs that potentially share common edges, and observations are available within
each category. Moreover, they assume that the observations are independent both between
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and Guo uses penalty
P
(








Here the regularity coefficients λ1, λ2, and λ control the sparsity level. Danaher et al. (2014)
also proposed the fused graphical lasso that separately controls sparsity of and similarity
between the graphs. However, this method is not scalable when the number of categories
is large and therefore not included in our comparison.
After obtaining the estimated graph, Ĝ(u0), of the true traph G(u0), the model selection
performance is further investigated by comparing the ROC curves of the four competing
methods. Let Ê(u0) be the set of estimated edges corresponding to Ĝ(u0), and E(u0) the
set of true edges corresponding to G(u0). The true positive rate (TPR) and false positive










where for any set S, |S| denotes the cardinality of S. To obtain a series of TPRs and FPRs,
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for KSE, naive, and Guo, the values of λ are varied. For GGL, first λ2 is fixed and
subsequently λ1 is tuned, and then the λ2 with the best overall performance is selected.
More specifically, a series of λ2 are picked, and for each fixed λ2, λ1 is accordingly varied
to produce an ROC curve. Of note, in the investigation, the ROC curves indexed by λ2 are
generally parallel, thus motivating this strategy. Finally, the λ2 corresponding to the topleft
most curve is selected.
2.4.1.1 Setting 1: Simultaneously Evolving Edges
In this section we investigate the performance of the four competing methods under
one particular graphical model. In each simulation, nfix = 200 edges are randomly se-
lected from d(d − 1)/2 potential edges and they do not change with regard to the label
u. The strengths of these edges, i.e. the corresponding entries in the inverse covariance
matrix, are generated from a uniform distribution taking values in [−0.3,−0.1] (denoted
by Unif[−0.3,−0.1]) and do not change with u. We then randomly select ndecay and ngrow
edges that will disappear and emerge over the evolution simultaneously. For each of the
ndecay edges, the strength is generated from Unif[-0.3,-0.1] at u = 0 and will diminish to 0
linearly with regard to u. For each of the ngrow edges, the strength is set to be 0 at u = 0,
and will linearly grow to a value generated from Unif[-0.3,-0.1]. The edges evolve simul-
taneously. For j 6= k, when we subtract a value a from Ωjk and Ωkj , we increase Ωjj and
Ωkk by a, and then further add 0.25 to the diagonal of the matrix to keep it positive definite.
The ROC curves under this setting with different values of ngrow and ndecay are shown
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Guo et. al. 2011
(a) Setting 1; ngrow =
ndecay = 20
(b) Setting 1; ngrow =
ndecay = 100
(c) Setting 1; ngrow =
ndecay = 20;u0 = 1/2
(d) Setting 1 with permutation;
ngrow = ndecay = 20
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Guo et. al. 2011
(e) Setting 1 with permutation;
ngrow = ndecay = 100
(f) Setting 2; ngrow = 40 (g) Setting 2; ngrow = 200
(h) Setting 2 with permutation;
ngrow = 40
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Guo et. al. 2011
(i) Setting 2 with permutation;
ngrow = 200
(j) Setting 3; ngrow=200
Figure 2.1: ROC curves of four competing methods under three settings: simultaneous (a-
e), sequential (f-i), and random (j). The target labels are u0 = 0 except for in (c), where
u0 = 1/2. In each setting we set the dimension d = 50, the number of labels n = 51, the
number of observations T = 100, and the result is obtained by 1,000 simulations.
in Figures 2.1(a) and 2.1(b). We fix the number of labels n = 51, number of observations
under each label T = 100, and dimension d = 50. The target label is u0 = 0. It can
be observed that, under both cases, KSE outperforms the other three competing methods.
Moreover, when we increase the values of ngrow and ndecay from 20 to 100, the ROC curve
of KSE hardly changes, since the degree of smoothness in graphical model evolving hardly
change. In contrast, the ROC curves of GGL and Guo drop, since the degree of similar-
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ity among the graphs is reduced. Finally, naive performances worst, which is expected
because it does not borrow strength across labels in estimation. Figure 2.1(c) illustrates
the performance under the same setting as in Figure 2.1(a) except u0 = 1/2. KSE still
outperforms the other estimators.
Next, we exploit the same data, but permute the labels u = 1/50, 2/50, . . . , 1 so that the
evolving pattern is much more opaque. Figures 2.1(d) and 2.1(e) illustrate the model se-
lection result. We observe that under this setting, the ROC curves of the proposed method
drop a little bit, but is still higher than the competing approaches. This is because the
proposed method still benefits from the evolving graph structure (although more turbulent
this time). The improvement over the naive method demonstrates exactly the strength bor-
rowed across different labels. Note that the ROC curves of GGL, naive, and Guo shown
in Figures 2.1(d) and 2.1(e) do not change compared to those in Figures 2.1(a) and 2.1(b),
respectively, because they do not assume any ordering between the graphs.
2.4.1.2 Setting 2: Sequentially Growing Edges
Setting 2 is similar to Setting 1. The two differences are: (i) Here ndecay is set to be zero;
(ii) The ngrow edges emerges sequentially instead of simultaneously. These ngrow edges
are randomly selected, but there is no overlap with the existing 200 pre-fixed edges. The
entries of the inverse covariance matrix for the ngrow edges each grow to a value generated
from Unif[−0.3,−0.1], linearly in a length 1/ngrow interval in [0, 1], one after another.
We note that there is possibility that n < ngrow, because n represents only the number of
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labels we observe. Under this setting, Figures 2.1(f) and 2.1(g) plot the ROC curves of the
four competing methods. We also apply the four methods to the setting where the same
permutation as in Setting 1 is exploited. We show the results in Figures 2.1(h) and 2.1(i).
Here the same observations persist as in Setting 1.
2.4.1.3 Setting 3: Random Edges
In this setting, in contrast to the above two settings, we violate the smoothness assump-
tion of KSE to the extreme. We demonstrate the limitedness of the proposed method in this
setting. More specifically, in this setting, under every label u, ned edges are random selected
with strengths from Unif[−0.3,−0.1]. In this case, the graphs do not evolve smoothly over
the label u, and the data under the labels u 6= 0 only contribute noises. We then apply the
four competing methods to this setting and Figure 2.1(j) illustrates the result. Under this
setting, we observe that naive beats all the other three methods. It is expected because
naive is the only method that do not suffer from the noises. Here KSE performs worse
than GGL and Guo, because there does not exist a natural ordering among the graphs.
Under the above three data generating settings, we further quantitatively compare the
performance in parameter estimation of the inverse covariance matrix Ω(u0) for the four
competing methods. Here the distances between the estimated and the true concentration
matrices with regard to the matrix `1, `2, and Frobenius norms are shown in Table 2.1. It
can be observed that KSE achieves the lowest estimation error in all settings except for the
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Table 2.1: Comparison of inverse covariance matrix estimation errors in three data generat-
ing models. The parameter estimation error with regard to the matrix `1, `2, and Frobenius
norms (denoted as `F here) is provided with standard deviations in parentheses. The results
are obtained by 1,000 simulations.
KSE naive
Setting 1
ngrow = ndecay `1 `2 `F `1 `2 `F
20 3.25(0.232) 1.53(0.104) 4.42(0.220) 5.02(0.287) 2.68(0.132) 8.30(0.412)
100 2.72(0.165) 1.30(0.088) 3.78(0.204) 4.85(0.467) 2.55(0.117) 8.13(0.453)
Setting 2
ngrow
40 3.39(0.553) 1.56(0.213) 4.47(0.302) 5.26(0.740) 2.73(0.313) 8.24(0.386)
200 3.40(0.507) 1.57(0.147) 4.33(0.284) 5.19(0.740) 2.71(0.280) 8.34(0.352)
Setting 3
ned
50 2.21(0.194) 1.37(0.120) 3.20(0.104) 1.60(0.249) 0.84(0.113) 3.09(0.185)
GGL Guo
Setting 1
ngrow=ndecay `1 `2 `F `1 `2 `F
20 3.28(0.298) 1.45(0.112) 4.13(0.190) 3.22(0.418) 1.42(0.259) 4.04(0.280)
100 3.27(0.324) 1.42(0.100) 4.18(0.222) 3.38(0.474) 1.41(0.169) 4.31(0.335)
Setting 2
ngrow
40 3.47(0.580) 1.47(0.163) 4.22(0.153) 3.06(0.417) 1.40(0.274) 4.00(0.205)
200 3.22(0.618) 1.44(0.198) 4.08(0.199) 3.71(0.493) 1.73(0.264) 4.46(0.361)
Setting 3
ned
50 1.52(0.224) 0.85(0.105) 2.04(0.104) 1.48(0.263) 0.67(0.116) 1.81(0.150)
Setting 3. This coincides with the above model selection results. We omit the results for
the label permutation cases and the case with u0 = 1/2, since they are again as expected
from the model selection results above.
2.4.2 Impact of a Small Label Size n
As is shown in Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, the rates of convergence in parameter esti-
mation and model selection crucially depend on the term n−
2
2+η . This is due to the bias
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in estimating Σ(u0) from n labels. This bias takes place as long as we include data under
other labels into estimation, and cannot be removed by simply increasing the number of
observations T under each label u. More specifically, Lemma A.3.1 of the appendix shows
that the rate of convergence for bias between the estimated and the true covariance matrix
depends on n but not T .
This section is devoted to illustrate this phenomenon empirically. We exploit Setting
2 in the last section with the number of labels n to be very small. Here we set n = 3.
Moreover, we choose nfix = 100, ngrow = 500, and vary the number of observations T
under each label. Figure 2.2 compares the ROC curves of KSE and naive corresponding to
the settings when T = 100 or 500. There are two important observations we would like to
emphasize: (i) When T = 100, KSE and naive have comparable performance. However,
when T = 500, naive performs much better than KSE. (ii) The change of the ROC curves
for KSE from T = 100 to T = 500 is less dramatic compared to the ROC curves for naive.
These observations indicate the existence of bias in KSE that cannot be eliminated by only
increasing T .
2.4.3 ADHD-200 Data
As an example of real data application, we apply the proposed method to the ADHD-
200 data (Biswal et al., 2010). The ADHD-200 data consist of rs-fMRI images of 973
subjects. Of them, 491 are healthy and 197 have been diagnosed with ADHD type 1,2, or
3. The remaining had their diagnosis withheld for the purpose of a prediction competition.
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(a) T = 100 (b) T = 500
Figure 2.2: ROC curves of KSE and naive under Setting 1: sequentially evolving edges.
We set dimension d = 50; number of labels n = 3; number of pre-fixed edges nfix=100;
number of growing edges ngrow = 500.
The number of images for each subject ranges from 76 to 276. 264 seed regions of interest
are used to define nodes for graphical model analysis (Power et al., 2011). A limited set of
covariates including gender, age, handedness, IQ, are available.
2.4.3.1 Brain Development
In this section, focus lies on investigating the development of brain connectivity net-
work over age for control subjects. Here the subject ages are normalized to be in [0, 1], and
the brain ROI measurements are centered to have sample means zero and scaled to have
sample standard deviations 1. The bandwidth parameter is set at h = 0.5. The regular-
ization parameter λ is manually chosen to induce high sparsity for better visualization and
highlighting the dominating edges. Consider estimating the brain networks at ages 7.09,
11.75, and 21.83, which are the minimal, median, and maximal ages in the data. Figure
2.3 shows coronal, sagittal, and transverse snapshots of the estimated brain connectivity
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networks.
There are two main patterns worth noting in this experiment: (i) It is observed that
the degree of complexity of the brain network at the occipital lobe is high compared to
other regions by age seven. This is consistent with early maturation of visual and vision
processing networks relative to others. We found that this conjecture is supported by several
recent scientific results (Shaw et al., 2008; Blakemore, 2012). For example, Shaw et al.
(2008) showed that occipital lobe is fully developed before other brain regions. Moreover,
when considering structural development, the occipital lobe reaches its peak thickness by
age nine. In comparison, portions of the parietal lob reaches their peak thickness as late as
thirteen. (ii) Figure 2.3 also shows that dense connections in the temporal lobe only occur
in the graph at age 21.83 among the ages shown. This is also supported by the scientific
finding that grey matter in the temporal lobe doesn’t reach maximum volume untill age
16 (Bartzokis et al., 2001; Giedd et al., 1999). We also noticed that several confounding
factors, such as scanner noise, subject motion, and coregistration, can have potential effects
on inference (Braun et al., 2012; Van Dijk et al., 2012). In this manuscript, we rely on the
standard data pre-processing techniques as described in Eloyan et al. (2012) for removing
such confounders. The influence of these confounders on our inference will be investigated
in greater detail in the future.
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(a) coronal (b) sagittal (c) transverse
Age 7.09
(d) coronal (e) sagittal (f) transverse
Age 11.75
(g) coronal (h) sagittal (i) transverse
Age 21.83
Figure 2.3: Estimated brain connectivity network at ages 7.09, 11.75, 21.83 in healthy
subjects.
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2.5 Discussion
In this paper, we introduced a new kernel based estimator for jointly estimating mul-
tiple graphical models under the condition that the models smoothly vary according to a
label. Methodologically, motivated by resting state functional brain connectivity analysis,
we proposed a new model, taking both heterogeneity structure and dependence issues into
consideration, and introduced a new kernel based method under this model. Theoretically,
we provided the model selection and parameter estimation consistency result for the pro-
posed method under both the independence and dependence assumptions. Empirically, we
applied the proposed method to synthetic and real brain image data. We found that the
proposed method is effective for both parameter estimation and model selection compared
to several existing methods under various settings.
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CHAPTER 3. ROBUST PORTFOLIO OPTIMIZATION
3.1 Introduction
Markowitz’s mean-variance analysis sets the basis for modern portfolio optimization
theory (Markowitz, 1952). However, the mean-variance analysis has been criticized for
being sensitive to estimation errors in the mean and covariance matrix of the asset returns
(Best and Grauer, 1991; Chopra and Ziemba, 1993). Compared to the covariance matrix,
the mean of the asset returns is more influential and harder to estimate (Merton, 1980;
Kallberg and Ziemba, 1984). Therefore, many studies focus on the global minimum vari-
ance (GMV) formulation, which only involves estimating the covariance matrix of the asset
returns.
Estimating the covariance matrix of asset returns is challenging due to the high dimen-
sionality and heavy-tailedness of asset return data. Specifically, the number of assets under
management is usually much larger than the sample size of exploitable historical data. On
the other hand, extreme events are typical in financial asset prices, leading to heavy-tailed
asset returns.
To overcome the curse of dimensionality, structured covariance matrix estimators are
proposed for asset return data. Fan et al. (2008) considered estimators based on factor mod-
els with observable factors. Stock and Watson (2002); Bai et al. (2012); Fan et al. (2013a)
studied covariance matrix estimators based on latent factor models. Ledoit and Wolf (2003,
2004a,b) proposed to shrink the sample covariance matrix towards highly structured covari-
ance matrices, including the identity matrix, order 1 autoregressive covariance matrices,
and one-factor-based covariance matrix estimators. These estimators are commonly based
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on the sample covariance matrix. (sub)Gaussian tail assumptions are required to guarantee
consistency.
For heavy-tailed data, robust estimators of covariance matrices are desired. Classic ro-
bust covariance matrix estimators includeM -estimators, minimum volume ellipsoid (MVE)
and minimum covariance determinant (MCD) estimators, S-estimators, and estimators
based on data outlyingness and depth (Huber, 1981). These estimators are specifically
designed for data with very low dimensions and large sample sizes. For generalizing the
robust estimators to high dimensions, Maronna and Zamar (2002) proposed the Orthogo-
nalized Gnanadesikan-Kettenring (OGK) estimator, which extends Gnanadesikan and Ket-
tenring (1972)’s estimator by re-estimating the eigenvalues; Chen et al. (2011b); Couillet
and McKay (2014) studied shrinkage estimators based on Tyler’s M -estimator. However,
although OGK is computationally tractable in high dimensions, consistency is only guar-
anteed under fixed dimension. The shrunken Tylor’s M -estimator involves iteratively in-
verting large matrices. Moreover, its consistency is only guaranteed when the dimension is
in the same order as the sample size. The aforementioned robust estimators are analyzed
under independent data points. Their performance under time series data is questionable.
In this paper, we build on a quantile-based scatter matrix1 estimator, and propose a ro-
bust portfolio optimization approach. Our contributions are in three aspects. First, we show
that the proposed method accommodates high dimensional data by allowing the dimension
to scale exponentially with sample size. Secondly, we verify that consistency of the pro-
1A scatter matrix is defined to be any matrix proportional to the covariance matrix by a constant.
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posed method is achieved without any tail conditions, thus allowing for heavy-tailed asset
return data. Thirdly, we consider weakly dependent time series, and demonstrate how the
degree of dependence impacts the consistency of the proposed method.
3.2 Background
In this section, we introduce the notation system, and provide a review on the gross-
exposure constrained portfolio optimization that will be exploited in this paper.
3.2.1 Notation
Let v = (v1, . . . , vd)T be a d-dimensional real vector, and M = [Mjk] ∈ Rd1×d2 be
a d1 × d2 matrix with Mjk as the (j, k) entry. For 0 < q < ∞, we define the `q vector
norm of v as ‖v‖q := (
∑d
j=1 |vj|)1/q and the `∞ vector norm of v as ‖v‖∞ := maxdj=1 |vj|.





jk. Let X = (X1, . . . , Xd)
T and Y = (Y1, . . . , Yd)T be two random
vectors. We write X d= Y if X and Y are identically distributed. We use 1,2, . . . to
denote vectors with 1, 2, . . . at every entry.
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3.2.2 Gross-exposure Constrained Global Minimum Vari-
ance Formulation
Under the global minimum variance (GMV) formulation, Jagannathan and Ma (2003)
found that imposing a no-short-sale constraint improves portfolio efficiency. Fan et al.
(2012a) relaxed the no-short-sale constraint by a gross-exposure constraint, and showed
that portfolio efficiency can be further improved.
LetX ∈ Rd be a random vector of asset returns. A portfolio is characterized by a vector
of investment allocations, w = (w1, . . . , wd)T, among the d assets. The gross-exposure
constrained GMV portfolio optimization can be formulated as
min
w
wTΣw s.t. 1Tw = 1, ‖w‖1 ≤ c. (3.1)
Here 1Tw = 1 is the budget constraint, Σ is the covariance matrix of X , and ‖w‖1 ≤ c is
the gross-exposure constraint. c ≥ 1 is called the gross exposure constant, which controls
the percentage of long and short positions allowed in the portfolio (Fan et al., 2012a). The
optimization problem (3.1) can be converted into a quadratic programming problem, and
solved by standard software (Fan et al., 2012a).
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3.3 Method
In this section, we introduce the quantile-based portfolio optimization approach. Let
Z ∈ R be a random variable with distribution function F , and {zt}Tt=1 be a sequence of
observations from Z. For a constant q ∈ [0, 1], we define the q-quantiles of Z and {zt}Tt=1
to be
Q(Z; q) = Q(F ; q) := inf{z : P(Z ≤ z) ≥ q},








Here z(1) ≤ . . . ≤ z(T ) are the order statistics of {zt}Tt=1. We say Q(Z; q) is unique if there
exists a unique z such that P(Z ≤ z) = q. We say Q̂({zt}Tt=1; q) is unique if there exists a
unique z ∈ {z1, . . . , zT} such that z = z(k). Following the estimator Qn (Rousseeuw and
Croux, 1993), we define the population and sample quantile-based scales to be
σQ(Z) := Q(|Z − Z̃|; 1/4) and σ̂Q({zt}Tt=1) := Q̂({|zs − zt|}1≤s<t≤T ; 1/4). (3.2)
Here Z̃ is an independent copy of Z. Based on σQ and σ̂Q, we can further define robust
scatter matrices for asset returns. In detail, let X = (X1, . . . , Xd)T ∈ Rd be a random
vector representing the returns of d assets, and {Xt}Tt=1 be a sequence of observations
from X , where Xt = (Xt1, . . . , Xtd)T. We define the population and sample quantile-
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based scatter matrices (QNE) to be
RQ := [RQjk] and R̂
Q := [R̂Qjk],
where the entries of RQ and R̂Q are given by
RQjj := σ
Q(Xj)














σ̂Q({Xtj +Xtk}Tt=1)2 − σQ({Xtj −Xtk}Tt=1)2
]
.
Since σ̂Q can be computed using O(T log T ) time (Rousseeuw and Croux, 1993), the com-
putational complexity of R̂Q is O(d2T log T ). Since T  d in practice, R̂Q can be com-
puted almost as efficiently as the sample covariance matrix, which has O(d2T ) complexity.
Let w = (w1, . . . , wd)T be the vector of investment allocations among the d assets. For
a matrix M, we define a risk function R : Rd × Rd×d → R by
R(w; M) := wTMw.
When X has covariance matrix Σ, R(w; Σ) = Var(wTX) is the variance of the portfolio
return, wTX , and is employed as the objected function in the GMV formulation. However,
estimating Σ is difficult due to the heavy tails of asset returns. In this paper, we adopt
R(w; RQ) as a robust alternative to the moment-based risk metric, R(w; Σ), and consider
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the following oracle portfolio optimization problem:
wopt = argmin
w
R(w; RQ) s.t. 1Tw = 1, ‖w‖1 ≤ c. (3.3)
Here ‖w‖1 ≤ c is the gross-exposure constraint introduced in Section 3.2.2. In practice,
RQ is unknown and has to be estimated. For convexity of the risk function, we project R̂Q




s.t. R ∈ Sλ := {M ∈ Rd×d : MT = M, λminId M  λmaxId}.
(3.4)
Here λmin and λmax set the lower and upper bounds for the eigenvalues of R̃Q. The opti-
mization problem (3.4) can be solved by a projection and contraction algorithm (Xu and
Shao, 2012b). We summarize the algorithm in the Appendix B.3. Using R̃Q, we formulate
the empirical robust portfolio optimization by
w̃opt = argmin
w
R(w; R̃Q) s.t. 1Tw = 1, ‖w‖1 ≤ c. (3.5)
Remark 2. The robust portfolio optimization approach involves three parameters: λmin,
λmax, and c. Empirically, setting λmin = 0.005 and λmax = ∞ proves to work well. c is
typically provided by investors for controlling the percentages of short positions. When
a data-driven choice is desired, we refer to Fan et al. (2012a) for a cross-validation-based
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approach.
Remark 3. The rationale behind the positive definite projection (3.4) lies in two aspects.
First, in order that the portfolio optimization is convex and well conditioned, a positive
definite matrix with lower bounded eigenvalues is needed. This is guaranteed by setting
λmin > 0. Secondly, the projection (3.4) is more robust compared to the OGK estimate
(Maronna and Zamar, 2002). OGK induces positive definiteness by re-estimating the eigen-
values using the variances of the principal components. Robustness is lost when the data,
possibly containing outliers, are projected onto the principal directions for estimating the
principal components.
Remark 4. We adopt the 1/4 quantile in the definitions of σQ and σ̂Q to achieve 50%
breakdown point. However, we note that our methodology and theory carries through if
1/4 is replaced by any absolute constant q ∈ (0, 1).
3.4 Theoretical Properties
In this section, we provide theoretical analysis of the proposed portfolio optimization
approach. For an optimized portfolio, ŵopt, based on an estimate, R, of RQ, the next
lemma shows that the error between the risks R(ŵopt; RQ) and R(wopt; RQ) is essentially
related to the estimation error in R.
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Lemma 3. Let ŵopt be the solution to
min
w
R(w; R) s.t. 1Tw = 1, ‖w‖1 ≤ c (3.6)
for an arbitrary matrix R. Then, we have
|R(ŵopt; RQ)−R(wopt; RQ)| ≤ 2c2‖R−RQ‖max,
where wopt is the solution to the oracle portfolio optimization problem (3.3), and c is the
gross-exposure constant.
Next, we derive the rate of convergence for R(w̃opt; RQ), which relates to the rate of
convergence in ‖R̃Q −RQ‖max. To this end, we first introduce a dependence condition on
the asset return series.
Definition 5. Let {Xt}t∈Z be a stationary process. Denote by F0−∞ := σ(Xt : t ≤ 0) and
F∞n := σ(Xt : t ≥ n) the σ-fileds generated by {Xt}t≤0 and {Xt}t≥n, respectively. The
φ-mixing coefficient is defined by
φ(n) := sup
B∈F0−∞,A∈F∞n ,P(B)>0
|P(A | B)− P(A)|.
The process {Xt}t∈Z is φ-mixing if and only if limn→∞ φ(n) = 0.
Condition 1. {Xt ∈ Rd}t∈Z is a stationary process such that for any j 6= k ∈ {1, . . . , d},
{Xtj}t∈Z, {Xtj + Xtk}t∈Z, and {Xtj −Xtk}t∈Z are φ-mixing processes satisfying φ(n) ≤
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1/n1+ε for any n > 0 and some constant ε > 0.
The parameter ε determines the rate of decay in φ(n), and characterizes the degree of
dependence in {Xt}t∈Z. Next, we introduce an identifiability condition on the distribution
function of the asset returns.
Condition 2. Let X̃ = (X̃1, . . . , X̃d)T be an independent copy of X1. For any j 6= k ∈
{1, . . . , d}, let F1;j , F2;j,k, and F3;j,k be the distribution functions of |X1j − X̃j|, |X1j +
X1k − X̃j − X̃k|, and |X1j −X1k − X̃j + X̃k|. We assume there exist constants κ > 0 and





F (y) ≥ η
for any F ∈ {F1;j, F2;j,k, F3;j,k : j 6= k = 1, . . . , d}.
Condition 2 guarantees the identifiability of the 1/4 quantiles, and is standard in the
literature on quantile statistics (Belloni and Chernozhukov, 2011; Wang et al., 2012). Based
on Conditions 1 and 2, we can present the rates of convergence for R̂Q and R̃Q.
Theorem 6. Let {Xt}t∈Z be an absolutely continuous stationary process satisfying Con-
ditions 1 and 2. Suppose log d/T → 0 as T → ∞. Then, for any α ∈ (0, 1) and T large
enough, with probability no smaller than 1− 8α2, we have
‖R̂Q −RQ‖max ≤ rT . (3.7)
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1+ε. Moreover, if RQ ∈ Sλ for Sλ defined in (3.4), we further have
‖R̃Q −RQ‖max ≤ 2rT . (3.9)
The implications of Theorem 6 are as follows.
1. When the parameters η, ε, and σQmax do not scale with T , the rate of convergence re-
duces to OP (
√
log d/T ). Thus, the number of assets under management is allowed
to scale exponentially with sample size T . Compared to similar rates of conver-
gence obtained for sample-covariance-based estimators (Bickel and Levina, 2008;
Cai et al., 2010; Fan et al., 2013a), we do not require any moment or tail conditions,
thus accommodating heavy-tailed asset return data.
2. The effect of serial dependence on the rate of convergence is characterized by Cε.
Specifically, as ε approaches 0, Cε =
∑∞
k=1 1/k
1+ε increases towards infinity, inflat-
ing rT . ε is allowed to scale with T such that Cε = o(T/ log d).
3. The rate of convergence rT is inversely related to the lower bound, η, on the marginal
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density functions around the 1/4 quantiles. This is because when η is small, the dis-
tribution functions are flat around the 1/4 quantiles, making the population quantiles
harder to estimate.
Combining Lemma 3 and Theorem 6, we obtain the rate of convergence forR(w̃opt; RQ).
Theorem 7. Let {Xt}t∈Z be an absolutely continuous stationary process satisfying Con-
ditions 1 and 2. Suppose that log d/T → 0 as T → ∞ and RQ ∈ Sλ. Then, for any
α ∈ (0, 1) and T large enough, we have
|R(w̃opt; RQ)−R(wopt; RQ)| ≤ 2c2rT , (3.10)
where rT is defined in (3.8) and c is the gross-exposure constant.
Theorem 7 shows that the risk of the estimated portfolio converges to the oracle optimal
risk with parametric rate rT . The number of assets, d, is allowed to scale exponentially with
sample size T . Moreover, the rate of convergence does not rely on any tail conditions on
the distribution of the asset returns.
For the rest of this section, we build the connection between the proposed robust port-
folio optimization and its moment-based counterpart. Specifically, we show that they are
consistent under the elliptical model.
Definition 8. (Fang et al., 1990) A random vectorX ∈ Rd follows an elliptical distribution
with location µ ∈ Rd and scatter S ∈ Rd×d if and only if there exist a nonnegative random
variable ξ ∈ R, a matrix A ∈ Rd×r with rank(A) = r, a random vector U ∈ Rr
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independent from ξ and uniformly distributed on the r-dimensional sphere, Sr−1, such that
X
d
= µ+ ξAU .
Here S = AAT has rank r. We denote X ∼ ECd(µ,S, ξ). ξ is called the generating
variate.
Commonly used elliptical distributions include Gaussian distribution and t-distribution.
Elliptical distributions have been widely used for modeling financial return data, since they
naturally capture many stylized properties including heavy tails and tail dependence (Joe,
1997; Schmidt, 2002; Rachev, 2003; Rachev et al., 2005; Dowd, 2007; Andersen, 2009).
The next theorem relates RQ and R(w; RQ) to their moment-based counterparts, Σ and
R(w; Σ), under the elliptical model.
Theorem 9. Let X = (X1, . . . , Xd)T ∼ ECd(µ,S, ξ) be an absolutely continuous ellip-
tical random vector and X̃ = (X̃1, . . . , X̃d)T be an independent copy of X . Then, we
have
RQ = mQS (3.11)
for some constantmQ only depending on the distribution ofX . Moreover, if 0 < Eξ2 <∞,
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we have
RQ = cQΣ and R(w; RQ) = cQR(w; Σ), (3.12)























Here the last two inequalities hold when Var(Xj +Xk) > 0 and Var(Xj −Xk) > 0.
By Theorem 9, under the elliptical model, minimizing the robust risk metric,R(w; RQ),
is equivalent with minimizing the standard moment-based risk metric, R(w; Σ). Thus, the
robust portfolio optimization (3.3) is equivalent to its moment-based counterpart (3.1) in
the population level. Plugging (3.12) into (3.10) leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 10. Let {Xt}t∈Z be an absolutely continuous stationary process satisfying Con-
ditions 1 and 2. Suppose that X1 ∼ ECd(µ,S, ξ) follows an elliptical distribution with
covariance matrix Σ, and log d/T → 0 as T →∞. Then, we have




where c is the gross-exposure constant, cQ is defined in (3.13), and rT is defined in (3.8).
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Thus, under the elliptical model, the optimal portfolio, w̃opt, obtained from the ro-
bust portfolio optimization also leads to parametric rate of convergence for the standard
moment-based risk.
3.5 Experiments
In this section, we investigate the empirical performance of the proposed portfolio op-
timization approach. In Section 3.5.1, we demonstrate the robustness of the proposed ap-
proach using synthetic heavy-tailed data. In Section 3.5.2, we simulate portfolio manage-
ment using the Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P 500) stock index data.
The proposed portfolio optimization approach (QNE) is compared with three competi-
tors. These competitors are constructed by replacing the covariance matrix Σ in (3.1) by
commonly used covariance/scatter matrix estimators:
1. OGK: The orthogonalized Gnanadesikan-Kettenring estimator constructs a pilot scat-
ter matrix estimate using a robust τ -estimator of scale, then re-estimates the eigen-
values using the variances of the principal components (Maronna and Zamar, 2002).
2. Factor: The principal factor estimator iteratively solves for the specific variances
and the factor loadings (Bai and Shi, 2011).
3. Shrink: The shrinkage estimator shrinkages the sample covariance matrix towards a
one-factor covariance estimator(Ledoit and Wolf, 2003).
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3.5.1 Synthetic Data
Following Fan et al. (2012a), we construct the covariance matrix of the asset returns
using a three-factor model:
Xj = bj1f1 + bj2f2 + bj3f3 + εj, j = 1, . . . , d, (3.14)
where Xj is the return of the j-th stock, bjk is the loadings of the j-th stock on factor fk,
and εj is the idiosyncratic noise independent of the three factors. Under this model, the
covariance matrix of the stock returns is given by
Σ = BΣfB
T + diag(σ21, . . . , σ
2
d), (3.15)
where B = [bjk] is a d × 3 matrix consisting of the factor loadings, Σf is the covariance
matrix of the three factors, and σ2j is the variance of the noise εi. We adopt the covariance
in (3.15) in our simulations. Following Fan et al. (2012a), we generate the factor loadings
B from a trivariate normal distribution, Nd(µb,Σb), where the mean, µb, and covariance,
Σb, are specified in Table 3.1. After the factor loadings are generated, they are fixed as
parameters throughout the simulations. The covariance matrix, Σf , of the three factors is
also given in Table 3.1. The standard deviations, σ1, . . . , σd, of the idiosyncratic noises are
generated independently from a truncated gamma distribution with shape 3.3586 and scale
0.1876, restricting the support to [0.195,∞). Again these standard deviations are fixed as
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Table 3.1: Parameters for generating the covariance matrix in Equation (3.15).
Parameters for factor loadings Parameters for factor returns
µb Σb Σf
0.7828 0.02915 0.02387 0.01018 1.2507 -0.035 -0.2042
0.5180 0.02387 0.05395 -0.00697 -0.0350 0.3156 -0.0023
0.4100 0.01018 -0.00697 0.08686 -0.2042 -0.0023 0.1930
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Figure 3.1: Portfolio risks, selected number of stocks, and matching rates to the oracle
optimal portfolios.
parameters once they are generated. According to Fan et al. (2012a), these parameters are
obtained by fitting the three-factor model, (3.14), using three-year daily return data of 30
Industry Portfolios from May 1, 2002 to Aug. 29, 2005. The covariance matrix, Σ, is fixed
throughout the simulations. Since we are only interested in risk optimization, we set the
mean of the asset returns to be µ = 0. The dimension of the stocks under consideration is
fixed at d = 100.
Given the covariance matrix Σ, we generate the asset return data from the following
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three distributions.
D1: multivariate Gaussian distribution, Nd(0,Σ);
D2: multivariate t distribution with degree of freedom 3 and covariance matrix Σ;
D2: elliptical distribution with log-normal generating variate, logN(0, 2), and covariance
matrix Σ.
Under each distribution, we generate asset return series of half a year (T = 126). We
estimate the covariance/scatter matrices using QNE and the three competitors, and plug
them into (3.1) to optimize the portfolio allocations. We also solve (3.1) with the true
covariance matrix, Σ, to obtain the oracle optimal portfolios as benchmarks. We range the
gross-exposure constraint, c, from 1 to 2. The results are based on 1,000 simulations.
Figure 3.1 shows the portfolio risks R(ŵ; Σ) and the matching rates between the op-
timized portfolios and the oracle optimal portfolios2. Here the matching rate is defined as
follows. For two portfolios P1 and P2, let S1 and S2 be the corresponding sets of selected
assets, i.e., the assets for which the weights, wi, are non-zero. The matching rate between




S2|, where |S| denotes the cardinality
of set S.
We note two observations from Figure 3.1. (i) The four estimators leads to comparable
portfolio risks under the Gaussian model D1. However, under heavy-tailed distributions
D2 and D3, QNE achieves lower portfolio risk. (ii) The matching rates of QNE are stable
across the three models, and are higher than the competing methods under heavy-tailed
2Due to the `1 regularization in the gross-exposure constraint, the solution is generally sparse.
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Table 3.2: Annualized Sharpe ratios, returns, and risks under 4 competing approaches,
using S&P 500 index data.
QNE OGK Factor Shrink
Sharpe ratio
c=1.0 2.04 1.64 1.29 0.92
c=1.2 1.89 1.39 1.22 0.74
c=1.4 1.61 1.24 1.34 0.72
c=1.6 1.56 1.31 1.38 0.75
c=1.8 1.55 1.48 1.41 0.78
c=2.0 1.53 1.51 1.43 0.83
return (in %)
c=1.0 20.46 16.59 13.18 9.84
c=1.2 18.41 13.15 10.79 7.20
c=1.4 15.58 11.30 10.88 6.55
c=1.6 15.02 11.48 10.68 6.49
c=1.8 14.77 12.39 10.57 6.58
c=2.0 14.51 12.27 10.60 6.76
risk (in %)
c=1.0 10.02 10.09 10.19 10.70
c=1.2 9.74 9.46 8.83 9.76
c=1.4 9.70 9.10 8.12 9.14
c=1.6 9.63 8.75 7.71 8.68
c=1.8 9.54 8.39 7.51 8.38
c=2.0 9.48 8.13 7.43 8.18
distributions D2 and D3. Thus, we conclude that QNE is robust to heavy tails in both risk
minimization and asset selection.
3.5.2 Real Data
In this section, we simulate portfolio management using the S&P 500 stocks. We collect
1,258 adjusted daily closing prices3 for 435 stocks that stayed in the S&P 500 index from
January 1, 2003 to December 31, 2007. Using the closing prices, we obtain 1,257 daily
returns as the daily growth rates of the prices.
We manage a portfolio consisting of the 435 stocks from January 1, 2003 to December
31, 20074. On days i = 42, 43, . . . , 1, 256, we optimize the portfolio allocations using the
3The adjusted closing prices accounts for all corporate actions including stock splits, dividends, and rights
offerings.
4We drop the data after 2007 to avoid the financial crisis, when the stock prices are likely to violate the
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past 2 months stock return data (42 sample points). We hold the portfolio for one day, and
evaluate the portfolio return on day i + 1. In this way, we obtain 1,215 portfolio returns.
We repeat the process for each of the four methods under comparison, and range the gross-
exposure constant c from 1 to 25.
Since the true covariance matrix of the stock returns is unknown, we adopt the Sharpe
ratio for evaluating the performances of the portfolios. Table 3.2 summarizes the annualized
Sharpe ratios, mean returns, and empirical risks (i.e., standard deviations of the portfolio
returns). We observe that QNE achieves the largest Sharpe ratios under all values of the
gross-exposure constant, indicating the lowest risks under the same returns (or equivalently,
the highest returns under the same risk).
3.6 Discussion
In this paper, we propose a robust portfolio optimization framework, building on a
quantile-based scatter matrix. We obtain non-asymptotic rates of convergence for the scat-
ter matrix estimators and the risk of the estimated portfolio. The relations of the proposed
framework with its moment-based counterpart are well understood.
The main contribution of the robust portfolio optimization approach lies in its robust-
ness to heavy tails in high dimensions. Heavy tails present unique challenges in high di-
mensions compared to low dimensions. For example, asymptotic theory of M -estimators
stationary assumption.
5c = 2 imposes a 50% upper bound on the percentage of short positions. In practice, the percentage of
short positions is usually strictly controlled to be much lower.
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guarantees consistency in the rate OP (
√
d/n) even for non-Gaussian data (Van De Geer
and Van De Geer, 2000; Hall, 2005). If d  n, statistical error diminishes rapidly with
increasing n. However, when d  n, statistical error may scale rapidly with dimension.
Thus, stringent tail conditions, such as subGaussian conditions, are required to guarantee
consistency for moment-based estimators in high dimensions (Bühlmann and Van De Geer,
2011). In this paper, based on quantile statistics, we achieve consistency for portfolio risk
without assuming any tail conditions, while allowing d to scale nearly exponentially with
n.
Another contribution of his work lies in the theoretical analysis of how serial depen-
dence may affect consistency of the estimation. We measure the degree of serial depen-
dence using the φ-mixing coefficient, φ(n). We show that the effect of the serial depen-
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4.1 Introduction
Dependent data arises from a wide range of applications. For example, in finance,
the series of asset returns commonly exhibit short-term or long-term memory (Andersen,
2009); in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), the images from neighboring
scans are serially dependent (Purdon and Weisskoff, 1998; Woolrich et al., 2001); in geo-
physics, data measured in geographical sites usually exhibit temporal dependence (Majda
and Wang, 2006).
The prevalence of serial dependence has motivated the development of various depen-
dence assumptions. These assumptions can be categorized into structural assumptions and
non-structural assumptions. The former are based on specific models for the data generat-
ing mechanism. Examples of structural assumptions include vector autoregressive (VAR)
models and physical dependence conditions. A brief review of these conditions and their
applications is as follows.
• VAR models: The VAR models specify that the observed random vector depends
linearly on its previous realizations. Under this model, Loh and Wainwright (2012)
considered sparse linear regression; Han and Liu (2013b) proposed to estimate the
transition matrix via a Dantzig-selector-type approach; Wang et al. (2013) studied
the performance of sparse principal component analysis; Qiu et al. (2015) considered
estimating time varying graphical models.
• Physical dependence: For stationary causal processes in the form of {Xt=g({εj}j≤t)
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}t∈Z, the physical dependence condition (Wu, 2005) assumes that the dependence
strength between Xt = g({εj}j≤t) and X ′t = g({ε′0, εj : j ≤ t, j 6= 0}) decays
to 0 as t goes to infinity. Here {ε′0, εj : j ∈ Z} is a sequence of independent and
identically distributed random vectors, and g is a measurable function1. Under this
condition, Xiao and Wu (2012) derived rates of convergence for banding and thresh-
olding estimators of the autocovariance matrix for stationary time series. Chen et al.
(2013) considered estimation of covariance and inverse covariance matrices for sta-
tionary and locally stationary time series.
Despite the wide applications of the structural dependence assumptions, their main
inconvenience is that they are often difficult to verify for a general process where the gen-
erating mechanism is unknown2. In contrast, non-structural dependence conditions rely on
model-free dependence measures. For a time series {Xt}t∈Z, these dependence measures
quantify the degree of dependence between the “past”, {Xt}t≤0, and the “future”, {Xt}t≥n.
Examples of non-structural dependence conditions include the mixing conditions and the
weak dependence conditions. A brief review on these conditions and the related applica-
tions is as follows.
• Mixing conditions: The mixing conditions are built on various mixing coefficients,
which quantify the dependence strength between the σ-fields generated by {Xt}t≤0
1Xt = g({εj}j≤t) is interpreted as a physical system with {εj}j≤t as the inputs andXt as the output.
2We note that the data generating mechanisms themselves can be fairly general. For example, linear
processes are special cases of stationary causal processes with g({εj}j≤t) =
∑∞
k=0 Φkεt−k, where Φ0 =
Id and Φk ∈ Rd×d. Wold’s decomposition theorem (Wold, 1938) states that any process where the only
deterministic term is the mean term can be represented as a linear process.
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and {Xt}t≥n. The mixing conditions specify that the mixing coefficients decay to 0
as n goes to infinity. Assuming exponentially decaying α-mixing coefficients, Fan
et al. (2012b) studied the asymptotic behavior of the sample covariance matrix. Fan
et al. (2011) and Fan et al. (2013a) considered covariance matrix estimation under
factor models with factors observed and unobserved, respectively. Based on these
covariance matrix estimators, Fan et al. (2013b) derived limiting distributions for
portfolio risk estimators. Bai and Liao (2012) and Bai and Liao (2013) derived limit-
ing distributions for the estimated factors and factor loadings. Besides the α-mixing
conditions, Pan and Yao (2008) and Lam et al. (2011) exploited the φ- and ψ-mixing
conditions in estimating factors and factor loadings. Han and Liu (2013a) studied
principal component analysis under the φ- and η-mixing conditions.
• Weak dependence: The weak dependence conditions rely on a dependence measure
quantified by the covariance between smooth functions of {Xt}t≤0 and {Xt}t≥n, and
require that the covariance goes to 0 as n goes to infinity (Doukhan and Louhichi,
1999). Under the weak dependence conditions, Kallabis and Neumann (2006) and
Doukhan and Neumann (2007) derived various probability and moment inequalities
for weakly dependent processes; Fan et al. (2012b) studied the sample covariance
matrix; Sancetta (2008) considered shrinkage estimators of covariance matrices.
The mixing conditions have been criticized for being difficult to verify (Doukhan and
Louhichi, 1999). The difficulty is mainly due to the complex σ-fields involved in the def-
initions of the mixing coefficients. In comparison, the weak dependence conditions are
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easier to verify in many scenarios. However, the covariance-based dependence measure
only considers smooth transformations of the data. These conditions are not directly appli-
cable to many other scenarios, such as the analysis of many quantile-based statistics, where
non-smooth transformations are involved.
In this paper, we develop a new dependence measure named the Kolmogorov depen-
dence measure. The dependence measure is naturally formulated using the Kolmogorov
distance. Specifically, for two sequences of random variables, we quantify their depen-
dence by the Kolmogorov distance between their joint distribution and the product of their
marginal distributions. Using this dependence measure, we develop the Kolmogorov de-
pendence condition for multivariate time series. We reveal its connections with VAR mod-
els, mixing conditions, physical dependence, and several covariance-based dependence
conditions, and show that it’s weaker than many commonly used dependence conditions.
The main challenge in building the connections between the Kolmogorov dependence
condition and other conditions lies in the fundamental difference in the dependence mea-
sures. In particular, the Kolmogorov dependence measure is essentially the covariance be-
tween non-smooth transformations of the data. Standard techniques for analyzing smooth
transformations no longer apply. To overcome the difficulty, we develop a set of techniques
based on a novel construction of smooth functions for approximating given discontinuous
ones. These techniques enables the verification of the Kolmogorov dependence condition
under a wide variety of existing dependence conditions.
To demonstrate the importance of the Kolmogorov dependence condition, we analyze
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a family of quantile-based scatter matrix estimators under dependent data. In particular,
we demonstrate that the Kolmogorov dependence measure is naturally coupled with the
structure of these estimators. This enables us to obtain fast rates of convergence for these
estimators under the Kolmogorov dependence condition. The rates of convergence char-
acterizes the impact of serial dependence on the consistency of the estimators. Since the
Kolmogorov dependence condition is weaker than a number of other dependence condi-
tions, rates of convergence of the scatter matrix estimators can be immediately obtained
under these other dependence conditions as well.
Our contributions are three-fold. First, we propose a novel dependence condition with
a novel dependence measure. Its connections with widely used dependence conditions
are well understood. Secondly, under the Kolmogorov dependence condition, we derive
optimal rates of convergence for a family of quantile-based scatter matrix estimators. Prior
to this work, the performance of these estimators under dependent data is unknown. Lastly,
we develop a set of techniques for analyzing time series characterized by the Kolmogorov
dependence condition. These techniques are of independent interest in analyzing weakly
dependent time series.
4.1.1 Organization
We organize the rest of this paper as follows. In Section 4.2, we propose the Kol-
mogorov dependence condition, and discuss its relations with other weak dependence con-
ditions. In Section 4.3, we apply the Kolmogorov dependence condition to analyzing a
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family of quantile-based scatter matrix estimators. We gather the proofs of the main theo-
retical results in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, we summarize the main contributions of this
paper. Additional technical results are collected in the Appendix C.
4.1.2 Notation
Let v = (v1, . . . , vd)T be a d-dimensional real vector, and M = [Mjk] ∈ Rd1×d2 be
a d1 × d2 matrix with Mjk as the (j, k) entry. For 0 < q < ∞, we define the `q vector
norm of v as ‖v‖q := (
∑d
j=1 |vj|)1/q and the `∞ vector norm of v as ‖v‖∞ := maxj |vj|.
Let the matrix `max norm of M to be ‖M‖max := maxjk |Mjk|, the matrix `∞ norm of M
be ‖M‖∞ = maxj
∑d





define vec(M) to be the vector obtained by stacking the columns of M:
vec(M) := (M11, . . . ,Md11,M12, . . . ,Md12, . . . ,M1d2 , . . . ,Md1d2)
T.
Conversely, define mat{vec(M)} := M as the original matrix M. Let N = [Njk] be
another matrix with the same dimension as M. We denote the Hadamard product of M and
N as M ◦N := [MjkNjk]. We denote M  N if N−M is positive semi-definite.
For a sequence of numbers a1, . . . , ad, we denote diag(a1, . . . , ad) to be a diagonal ma-
trix with diagonal entries a1, . . . , ad. Similarly, for a sequence of matrices A1, . . . ,Ad, we
denote diag(A1, . . . ,Ad) to be a block diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks A1, . . . ,Ad.
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if X and Y are identically distributed. Let S, T ⊆ {1, . . . , T} be two index sets. We de-
note |S| as the cardinality of S, and d(S, T ) := inf{|s− t| : s ∈ S, t ∈ T } as the minimal
distance between the elements in S and T . For a, b ∈ R, let a∨ b := max{a, b}. Through-
out the paper, we use C,C1, C2, . . . to denote generic constants, though the actual values
may vary at different occasions. We use 1,2, . . . to denote vectors with 1, 2, . . . at every
entry.
4.2 Kolmogorov Dependence
We first introduce a measure of dependence between two sequences based on the Kol-
mogorov distance.
Definition 11. Let {Xs}s∈S and {Yt}t∈T be two sequences of random variables indexed by
sets S, T ⊆ Z. We define the Kolmogorov dependence measure between the two sequences
by
κ({Xs}s∈S , {Yt}t∈T ) :=
sup
u∈R
∣∣∣P(Xs ≤ u, Yt ≤ u, ∀s ∈ S, t ∈ T )− P(Xs ≤ u,∀s ∈ S)P(Yt ≤ u,∀t ∈ T )∣∣∣.
If we define F (u) := P(Xs ≤ u, Yt ≤ u,∀s ∈ S, t ∈ T ) and G(u) := P(Xs ≤
u, ∀s ∈ S)P(Yt ≤ u, ∀t ∈ T ), the Kolmogorov dependence measure between {Xs}s∈S and
{Yt}t∈T is the Kolmogorov distance between F andG: κ({Xs}s∈S ,{Yt}t∈T)=supu∈R|F (u)
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− G(u)|. Based on the Kolmogorov dependence measure, we next introduce the Kol-
mogorov dependence condition for modeling the serial dependence in multivariate time
series.
Condition 3. Let X1, . . . ,XT be a stationary sequence of random vectors. Let Ψ : N2 →
N be any one3 of the following four functions:
(a) Ψ(u, v) = 2v,
(b) Ψ(u, v) = u+ v,
(c) Ψ(u, v) = uv,
(d) Ψ(u, v) = β(u+ v) + (1− β)uv, for some β ∈ (0, 1).
The sequenceX1, . . . ,XT satisfies the Kolmogorov dependence condition if and only if the
following two requirements are satisfied:
1. There exist a constant K > 0 and a real sequence {ρ(n)}n≥0 such that for any
non-empty sets S, T ⊆ {1, . . . , T} with max(S) ≤ min(T ), and any sequence
{Yt}Tt=1 ∈ {{Xtj}Tt=1, {Xtj + Xtk}Tt=1, {Xtj − Xtk}Tt=1 : j 6= k ∈ {1, . . . , d}},
we have
κ({Ys}s∈S , {Yt}t∈T ) ≤ K2Ψ(|S|, |T |)ρ{d(S, T )}.
3We only require that Condition 3 holds for at least one of the four Ψ functions.
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2. The sequence {ρ(n)}n≥0 satisfies
∞∑
n=0
(n+ 1)kρ(n) ≤ L1Lk(k!)a, for any k ≥ 0 and k ∈ Z, (4.1)
where L1 > 0 and a ≥ 0 are constants and L may scale with (T, d) such that











The sequence {ρ(n)}n≥0 characterizes the decay of dependence strength, measured
by κ, over time. Equation (4.1) specifies the desired rate of decay. The upper bound in
(4.1) is adaptive to the sample size T and dimension d, in the sense that L is allowed to
scale with (T, d) by the rate
√
T/(log d)a+3/2. Intuitively, larger sample size provides more
information, which in turn allows for stronger dependence among the sample. On the other
hand, larger dimension of the data entails weaker dependence. Overall, d is allowed to
scale in the rate exp{T 1/(2a+3)} without collapsing L to 0.
In the following, we unveil the relation between the Kolmogorov dependence condition
and several weak dependence conditions frequently exploited in the literature. In particular,
we show that many time series satisfying certain dependence conditions (VAR models, α-
mixing conditions, weak dependence, and physical dependence) also satisfy Condition 3.
Theorem 12 (VAR model). Let {Xt ∈ Rd}t∈Z be a stationary process satisfying the vector
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autoregressive model
Xt = AXt−1 + εt, for any t ∈ Z,
where {εt}t∈Z is a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors. Assume the following conditions
hold:
1. ‖A‖2 < 1.
2. E|eTj A`ε1| ≤ C‖A‖`2 for j = 1, . . . , d, any ` ∈ Z+, and some positive constant C,
where ej is the j-th column of the identity matrix.
3. There exists a constant H > 0 such that P(u ≤ Y ≤ u + v) ≤ Hv for any u ∈ R,
v > 0, and Y ∈ {X1j, X1j +X1k, X1j −X1k : j, k = 1, . . . , d}.
Then Condition 3 holds for the sequence X1, . . . ,XT with a = 1, Ψ(u, v) = u + v,
K = 4H + 3C/(1− ‖A‖2), and L1 = L = 1/(1−
√
‖A‖2).
Remark 13. The first assumption guarantees that {Xt}t∈Z is a stable process. The third
assumption is a smoothness condition on the marginal distribution functions. For the sec-
ond assumption, when d is fixed, since E|eTj A`ε1| ≤ ‖eTj A`‖2E‖ε1‖2 ≤ ‖A‖`2E‖ε1‖2, the
assumption is satisfied provided that E‖ε1‖2 < ∞. When d may scale with sample size
T , this assumption can be satisfied by assuming either Gaussian innovations, {εt}t∈Z, or
certain sparsity structures on the transition matrix A:
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1. Gaussian innovations: Suppose that ε1 ∼ N(0,Σε) follows a Gaussian distribu-
tion with ‖Σε‖2 ≤ C for some constant C. By the properties of Gaussian distribu-
tions, we have
eTj A



















2. Sparse transition matrix: Suppose that A is block diagonal: A=diag(A1, . . . ,Am),
where di := dim(Ai) is fixed for i = 1, . . . ,m while m may scale with T . In other
words, {Xt}t∈Z consists of autoregressive blocks. In this case, let i0 = min{i : j ≤
di} and partition ε1 = (ε11, . . . , ε1m) according to the dimensions of (A1, . . . ,Am).
We have E|eTj A`ε1| ≤ ‖Ai0‖`2E‖ε1i0‖2 ≤ ‖A‖`2E‖ε1i0‖2. Thus, the second assump-
tion is satisfied if E‖ε1i‖2 <∞ for i = 1, . . . ,m.
Next, we introduce the α-mixing process.
Definition 14 (Bradley (2005)). Let {Xt}t∈Z be a stationary stochastic process. For
−∞ ≤ J ≤ L ≤ ∞, define FLJ := σ(Xt : J ≤ t ≤ L, t ∈ Z) as the σ-field gener-
ated by {Xt : J ≤ t ≤ L, t ∈ Z}. For any n ≥ 1, we define the α-mixing coefficient
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∣∣∣P(A ∩B)− P (A)P (B)∣∣∣.
The process {Xt}t∈Z is α-mixing if and only if limn→∞α(n) = 0.
The mixing coefficient α(n) measures the dependence of two subsequences with index
gap n. The rate at which α(n) converges to 0 characterizes the degree of dependence over
the process. If α(n) = 0 for all n, the process {Xt}t∈Z is independent.
Theorem 15 (α-mixing). Let {Xt}t∈Z be an α-mixing process with exponentially decaying
α-mixing coefficient:





where C1, C2, r > 0 are constants. Then Condition 3 holds for the sequence X1, . . . ,XT
with a = max(1, 1/r), constants K, L1, and L only depending on C1, C2, and r, and any
of the four Ψ functions.
Theorem 15 shows that Condition 3 is weaker than the exponentially decaying α-
mixing condition (4.3). Condition (4.3) has been heavily exploited in modeling dependence
in financial time series. See, for example, Fan et al. (2011), Fan et al. (2012b), Fan et al.
(2013a), Fan et al. (2013b), Bai and Liao (2012), and Bai and Liao (2013) among others.
Compared to the α-mixing condition, Condition 3 is easier to verify. For example,
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investigating the relation between VAR models and the α-mixing condition has proven to
be difficult, mainly due to the complicated σ-fields involved in the definition of the mixing
coefficient (Chanda, 1974; Gorodetskii, 1978; Andrews, 1984; Pham and Tran, 1985). In
comparison, the proof of Theorem 12 is natural and concise.
Next, we introduce Doukhan’s weak dependence measure (Doukhan and Louhichi,
1999). For a function g : (Rd)u → R, we define
Lip(g) :=sup
{ |g(x1, . . . ,xu)−g(y1, . . . ,yu)|
‖x1−y1‖q+· · ·+‖xu−yu‖q
: (x1, . . . ,xu) 6=(y1, . . . ,yu)
}
,
where 0 < q ≤ ∞ is a constant. Denote Λ := {g : (Ru)d → R for some u : Lip(g) <∞}
and Λ(1) := {g ∈ Λ : ‖g‖∞ ≤ 1}, where ‖g‖∞ := supx g(x).
Definition 16 (Doukhan and Louhichi (1999); Doukhan and Neumann (2007)). The pro-
cess {Xt}t∈Z is (Λ(1), ψ, ζ)-weakly dependent if and only if there exists a function ψ :
R2+ × N2 → R+ and a sequence ζ = {ζ(n)}n≥0 decreasing to 0 as n goes to infinity, such
that for any g1, g2 ∈ Λ(1) with g1 : (Rd)u → R, g2 : (Rd)v → R, u, v ∈ N, and any u-tuple
(s1, . . . , su) and any v-tuple (t1, . . . , tv) with s1 ≤ · · · ≤ su < t1 ≤ · · · ≤ tv, the following
inequality is satisfied:
∣∣∣Cov{g1(Xs1 , . . . ,Xsu), g2(Xt1 , . . . ,Xtv)}∣∣∣≤ψ(Lip(g1),Lip(g2), u, v)ζ(t1−su).
Important examples of (Λ(1), ψ, ζ)-weakly dependent processes include θ-, η-, κ-, and λ-
dependence, which are listed in Table 4.1. They correspond to specific choices of the func-
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Table 4.1: Important examples of weak dependence.
θ-dependence: ψ(Lipg1,Lipg2, u, v) = vLip(g2)
η-dependence: ψ(Lipg1,Lipg2, u, v) = uLip(g1) + vLip(g2)
κ-dependence: ψ(Lipg1,Lipg2, u, v) = uvLip(g1)Lip(g2)
λ-dependence: ψ(Lipg1,Lipg2, u, v) = uLip(g1) + vLip(g2) + uvLip(g1)Lip(g2)
tion ψ.
Similar to the α-mixing coefficient, the sequence ζ describes the degree of dependence
over the process. The next theorem relates the weak dependence to Condition 3.
Theorem 17 (Weak dependence). Let {Xt}t∈Z be a (Λ(1), ψ, ζ)-weakly dependent station-
ary process. Suppose there exists a constant H > 0 such that P(u ≤ Y ≤ u + v) ≤ Hv
holds for any u ∈ R, v > 0, and Y ∈ {X1j, X1j +X1k, X1j −X1k : j, k = 1, . . . , d}. Then
the following statements hold:
1. If {Xt}t∈Z is θ- or η-dependent and the sequence {ρ(n) =
√
ζ(n)}n≥0 satisfies (4.1),
Condition 3 holds for the sequenceX1, . . . ,XT with Ψ(u, v) = u+ v.
2. If {Xt}t∈Z is κ- or λ-dependent and the sequence {ρ(n) = ζ(n)1/3}n≥0 satisfies
(4.1), Condition 3 holds for the sequenceX1, . . . ,XT with Ψ(u, v) = β(u+v)+(1−
β)uv, where β = 16H/(16H+9) for κ-dependence and β = (16H+6)/(16H+15)
for λ-dependence.
Next, we introduce the notion of m-dependence.
Definition 18. The process {Xt}t∈Z is m-dependent if and only if for any t ∈ Z, {Xs :
s ≤ t} and {Xs : s > t+m} are independent.
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If the process {Xt}t∈Z is m-dependent, it’s α-mixing with α(n) = 0 whenever n > m,
and (Λ(1), ψ, ζ)-weakly dependent with ζ(n) = 0 whenever n > m. Thus, we have the
following corollary.
Corollary 19 (m-dependence). Condition 3 is satisfied by any m-dependent process.
Lastly, we introduce the physical dependence measure introduced in Wu (2005).
Definition 20 (Wu (2005)). Let {εt}t∈Z be i.i.d. random vectors, and {ε′t}t∈Z be an i.i.d.
copy of {εt}t∈Z. For a set I ⊆ Z, let εt,I := ε′t if t ∈ I and εt,I := εt if t /∈ I . Let
Ft := {. . . , εt−1, εt} be a shift process, and Ft,I := {. . . , εt−1,I , εt,I} be a coupled version
of Ft, where εt is replaced by ε′t if t ∈ I . Let g be a measurable function. We define the
physical dependence measure to be
δ(I, t, g) := E|g(Ft)− g(Ft,I)|.
The process {Xt = g(Ft)}t∈Z is stationary, and is causal or non-anticipative in the
sense that Xt does not depend on future innovations {εs : s > t}. Ft and Xt can be
regarded as the inputs and output of a physical system g. The next theorem gives sufficient
conditions for a multivariate physical process {Xt}t∈Z to satisfy Condition 3.
Theorem 21. Let g = (g1, . . . , gd)T be an Rd-valued measurable function and Xt =
g(Ft) = (g1(Ft), . . . , gd(Ft))T. Let I = {0,−1,−2, . . .} and define θt,j := δ(I, t, gj).
Assume the following conditions hold:
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1. The sequence ρ(n) := maxj=1,...,d
√
θn,j satisfies (4.1).
2. There exists a constant H > 0 such that P(u ≤ Y ≤ u + v) ≤ Hv for any u ∈ R,
v > 0, and Y ∈ {X1j, X1j +X1k, X1j −X1k : j, k = 1, . . . , d}.
Then the sequenceX1, . . . ,XT satisfies Condition 3 with Ψ(u, v) = u+ v.
4.3 Robust Scatter Matrix Estimation
In this section, we apply the Kolmogorov dependence condition to analyzing a family of
robust scatter matrix estimators under time series data. We show that the Kolmogorov de-
pendence condition is naturally coupled with the structure of these estimators, and enables
us to characterize the effect of serial dependence on their rates of convergence.
Let Z ∈ R be a random variable and q ∈ [0, 1] be a constant. We define the q-quantile
of Z as
Q(Z; q) := inf{z : P(Z ≤ z) ≥ q}.
Q(Z; q) is unique if there exists a unique z such that P(Z ≤ z) = q. Correspondingly, we
define the empirical q-quantile of a sample, {zt}Tt=1, as








Here z(1) ≤ z(2) ≤ · · · ≤ z(T ) are the order statistics of z1, . . . , zT . Building on quantiles,
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the median absolute deviation (MAD) (Hampel, 1974) provides a robust measure of scales.
The population and sample MADs are defined as4




σ̂M({zt}Tt=1; q) := Q̂
({∣∣∣zt − Q̂({zs}Ts=1; 12)∣∣∣}Tt=1; q).
In the rest of the paper, we suppress the parameter q and write σM(Z) and σ̂M({zt}Tt=1)
for notational brevity. Let X1, . . . ,XT be a stationary sequence of random vectors, where
Xt = (Xt1, . . . , Xtd)
T. As a generalization of MAD to the multivariate scenario, the
population and sample MAD scatter matrices can be defined as
RMAD := [RMADjk ] and R̂
MAD := [R̂MADjk ],
where the entries of RMAD and R̂MAD are given by
RMADjj = σ
M(X1j)














σ̂M({Xtj +Xtk}Tt=1)2 − σ̂M({Xtj −Xtk}Tt=1)2
]
,
for j 6= k ∈ {1, . . . , d}. In Han et al. (2014), RMAD and R̂MAD have been studied under
4In Hampel (1974), q was set to 1/2 to achieve the best possible 50% breakdown point (i.e., the maximum
proportion of outliers that the estimate can safely tolerate) and the most sharply bounded influence function
(Hampel et al., 1986).
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independent data.
For analyzing the consistency of the scatter matrix estimators, we introduce an identifi-
ability condition on the distribution function of the random vector sequence.
Condition 4. Let X1, . . . ,XT be a stationary sequence of absolutely continuous random







distribution functions of X1j , |X1j − Q(X1j; 1/2)|, X1j + X1k, |X1j + X1k − Q(X1j +
X1k; 1/2)|, X1j − X1k, and |X1j − X1k − Q(X1j − X1k; 1/2)|, respectively. We assume





F (x) ≥ η1 (4.5)






j,k : j 6= k ∈ {1, . . . , d}} and some constants
κ1, η1 > 0.
Condition 4 guarantees the identifiability of the medians of the distribution functions.
This condition is standard in the literature on quantile statistics (Han et al., 2014; Belloni
and Chernozhukov, 2011; Wang et al., 2012). Next, we present the rate of convergence for
R̂MAD.
Theorem 22. Under Conditions 3 and 4, for (T, d) large enough and any α ∈ (0, 1), with
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where σMmax := max{σM(Xj), σM(Xj + Xk), σM(Xj −Xk) : j 6= k ∈ {1, . . . , d}}, D1 =
2a+5K2L1(K
2 ∨ 2), and η1 is defined in (4.5).
The implications of Theorem 22 are as follows:
1. In the rates of convergence, the parameter D1 = 2a+5K2L1(K2 ∨ 2) characterizes
the effect of serial dependence on the consistency of the estimators. Specifically,
in Condition 3, the degree of serial dependence in X1, . . . ,XT is described by the
parameters K, L1 and a, which in turn modify the rates of convergence for R̂MAD
and R̂MAD1 through D1.
2. When D1, η1, σMmax and τ
M




log d/T ). Han et al. (2014) derived similar rates of convergence for R̂MAD
under independent data points, and showed that the rate leads to optimal rates of
convergence for various covariance estimators induced from R̂MAD.
3. Theorems 12, 15, 17, and 21 showed that the Kolmogorov dependence condition is
satisfied under VAR models, α-mixing conditions, various covariance-based weak
dependence conditions, and physical dependence conditions. Thus, Theorem 22 im-
mediately implies consistency of R̂MAD under these other dependence conditions.
The scatter matrix estimator R̂MAD may not be positive semi-definite, while in many
applications the estimand, RMAD, is believed to be positive semi-definite. When a positive
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semi-definite estimator is needed, we propose to project R̂MAD into the cone of positive
semi-definite matrices. Specifically, we define




s.t. R ∈ Sλ := {M ∈ Rd×d : MT = M, λminId M  λmaxId},
(4.7)
where 0 ≤ λmin < λmax ≤ ∞ provides the lower and upper bounds of the eigenvalues of
R̃MAD. Problem (4.7) can be solved by a projection and contraction algorithm introduced in
Xu and Shao (2012a). Appendix B.3 provides a brief summary of the algorithm5. The next
theorem presents the rate of convergence for R̃MAD under the Kolmogorov dependence
condition.
Theorem 23. Under Conditions 3 and 4, if we assume RMAD ∈ Sλ, then, for (T, d) large























where σMmax := max{σM(Xj), σM(Xj + Xk), σM(Xj −Xk) : j 6= k ∈ {1, . . . , d}}, D1 =
2a+5K2L1(K
2 ∨ 2), and η1 is defined in (4.5).
Theorem 23 shows that up to a constant, projecting R̂MAD into the positive semi-definite
cone doesn’t lose rate of convergence, provided that RMAD is positive semi-definite.
5Replacing R̂Q with R̂MAD, and R̃Q with R̃MAD in Appendix B.3 gives the algorithm for solving (4.7).
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4.4 Proof of Main Results
In this section, we present the proofs of the main theorems. Proofs of the remaining
results are collected in the appendix.
4.4.1 Proof of Results in Section 4.2
Proof of Theorem 12. Define h(x) := I(x ≤ b) and hε(x) be a smoothed version of h:
hε(x) :=

h(x), if x < b− ε or x > b+ ε;
1
4ε3
{x3 − 3bx2 + 3(b2 − ε2)x− b3 + 3bε2 + 2ε3}, if b− ε ≤ x ≤ b+ ε.
(4.9)






0, if x < b− ε or x > b+ ε;
3
4ε3
{(x− b)2 − ε2}, if b− ε ≤ x ≤ b+ ε.
Thus, hε(x) is Lipschitz continuous with Lip(hε) = supx |dhε(x)/dx| = 3/(4ε).
Next, we verify Condition 3. By the definition of covariance and the triangle inequality,
we have
∣∣∣P(Yt ≤ b,∀ t ∈ S ∪ T )− P(Yt ≤ b,∀ t ∈ S)P(Yt′ ≤ b,∀ t′ ∈ T )∣∣∣
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For two random variables X and Y with |X| ≤ 1, we have
|Cov(X, Y )| = |EXY − EXEY | ≤ E|X||Y |+ E|X|E|Y | ≤ 2E|Y |. (4.12)
Now, setting X =
∏
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|at − bt| (4.13)
for 0 ≤ at, bt ≤ 1. Noting that |h(Yt) − hε(Yt)| ≤ 1 and h(Yt) − hε(Yt) is non-zero only
when b− ε ≤ Yt ≤ b+ ε, using Assumption 3, we have
A ≤ 2(|S|+ |T |)P(b− ε ≤ Yt ≤ b+ ε) ≤ 4H(|S|+ |T |)ε. (4.14)






t to be a finite order moving average
process: X [p]t :=
∑p−1
`=0 A




ej, if Yt = Xtj;
ej + ek, if Yt = Xtj +Xtk;
ej − ek, if Yt = Xtj −Xtk,
(4.15)
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so that Yt = eTXt. Here ej and ek are the j-th and k-th columns of the identity matrix.
Define Y [p]t := eTX
[p]
t . Using Y
[p]













































Note that {Y [p]t : t ∈ S} only depends on {εt : min(S) − p < t ≤ max(S)} and {Y
[p]
t :
t ∈ T } only depends on {εt : min(T ) − p < t ≤ max(T )}. Since p = d(S, T ) =








t ) are independent. Thus,










∣∣∣ ≤ 2|S|E|hε(Yt)− hε(Y [p]t )|
≤2|S|Lip(hε)E|Yt − Y [p]t |. (4.17)



























The last inequality is due to Assumptions 1 and 2 on the VAR process. Applying similar
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arguments to B2, we have B2 ≤ 3C|T |‖A‖p2/{ε(1− ‖A‖2)}. Thus, we have




Combining (4.10), (4.14), and (4.18), we have








Now setting ε = ‖A‖p/22 , we have






























Thus, Condition 3 is satisfied with K2 = 4H + 3C/(1 − ‖A‖2), Ψ(u, v) = u + v, L1 =
L = 1/(1−
√
‖A‖2), and a = 1. This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 15. Since {Xt}t∈Z is α-mixing, {Yt}t∈Z is also α-mixing. By the defi-
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nition of α-mixing coefficient, we have
∣∣∣P(Yt ≤ b,∀ t ∈ S ∪ T )− P(Yt ≤ b,∀ t ∈ S)P(Yt′ ≤ b,∀ t′ ∈ T )∣∣∣ ≤ α{d(S, T )}.
Verification of (4.1) follows the proof of Proposition 8 in Doukhan and Neumann (2007),
and is omitted here.
Proof of Theorem 17. Let hε be defined in (4.9). Using the same arguments as in the proof
of Theorem 12, we still have (4.10) and (4.14). It remains to derive an upper bound for B.
























Txt) is Lipschitz with Lip(g) ≤ 3/(2ε). Thus, by the assumption that {Xt}t∈Z
is (Λ(1), ψ, ζ)-weakly dependent, we have
B =
∣∣∣Cov{g({Xt : t ∈ S}), g({Xt : t ∈ T })}∣∣∣ ≤ ψ(Lip(g),Lip(g), |S|, |T |)ζ{d(S, T )}.
Combining the above upper bound with (4.14), we have
A+B≤
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4H(|S|+ |T |)ε+ 3
2ε







, if {Xt}t∈Z is η-dependent;
4H(|S|+|T |)ε+ 9
4ε2









ζ{d(S, T )}, if {Xt}t∈Z is λ-dependent.
Thus, if {Xt}t∈Z is θ- or η-dependent, setting ε =
√
ζ{d(S, T )} gives the desired result.
If {Xt}t∈Z is κ-dependent, setting ε = ζ{d(S, T )}1/3 gives the desired result. If {Xt}t∈Z









(|S|+ |T |) + 9
4ε2
|S||T |ζ{d(S, T )}.
Setting ε = ζ{d(S, T )}1/3 gives the desired result.
Proof of Theorem 21. Let hε and e be defined in (4.9) and (4.15). Using the same argu-
ments as in the proof of Theorem 12, we still have (4.10) and (4.14). To derive an upper
bound on B, let {ε′t}t∈Z and {ε′′t }t∈Z be two i.i.d. copies of {εt}t∈Z . Let p = d(S, T ).
Define J(t, p) := {t− p, t− p− 1, t− p− 2, . . .} and
Gt := (. . . , ε′t−p−1, ε′t−p, εt−p+1, . . . , εt),
Ht := (. . . , ε′′t−p−1, ε′′t−p, εt−p+1, . . . , εt).
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Gt and Ht are coupled versions of Ft with εj replaced by ε′j and ε′′j if j ∈ J(t, p). Now





g(Gt) if t ∈ S;
g(Ht) if t ∈ T ,
and Y [p]t = eTX
[p]
t . For the same reason as in the proof of Theorem 12, B in (4.10) can
be upper bounded by (4.16). Note that by the definition of X [p]t , {X
[p]
t : t ∈ S} and
{X [p]t : t ∈ T } are independent. Thus, we still have B3 = 0. Using the same technique as





∣∣∣Yt − Y [p]t ∣∣∣ ≤ 3ε |S| maxj=1,...,d(E|Xtj −X [p]tj |) ≤ 3ε |S| maxj=1,...,d θp,j,
where the last equality is due to stationarity. Using similar arguments, we can also obtain
B2 ≤ 3|T |maxj=1,...,d θp,j/ε. Thus, we have
B ≤ B1 +B2 ≤
3
ε
(|S|+ |T |) max
j=1,...,d
θp,j.
Combining the above inequality with (4.14), we have










Setting ε = maxj=1,...,d
√
θp,j completes the proof.
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4.4.2 Proof of Results in Section 4.3








































































, for x > 0. (4.20)
It’s easy to check that ϕT is non-decreasing on (0,∞) by investigating the derivative of
logϕT (x). Thus, using Lemma 13, we have, for any j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
P
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|R̂MADjj −RMADjj | > t
)
=P






∣∣∣σM(Xj){σ̂M({Xtj}Tt=1)− σM(Xj)}∣∣∣ > t]
≤P
{∣∣∣σ̂M({Xtj}Tt=1)− σM(Xj)∣∣∣ >√ t2}+
P
{∣∣∣σ̂M({Xtj}Tt=1)− σM(Xj)∣∣∣ > t4σM(Xj)
}
. (4.22)
Applying (4.21), we have
P
(











































Next, we derive the concentration inequality about R̂MADjk for j 6= k. Again, using Lemma
13, we have, for j 6= k,
P
{∣∣∣σ̂M({Xtj+Xtk}Tt=1)−σM(Xj+Xk)∣∣∣>t}≤6 exp{−ϕT(η1t2 − 1T )}, (4.24)
P
{∣∣∣σ̂M({Xtj−Xtk}Tt=1)−σM(Xj−Xk)∣∣∣>t}≤6 exp{−ϕT(η1t2 − 1T )}. (4.25)
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By the definitions of R̂MADjk and R
MAD
jk , we have
P
(
























{∣∣∣σ̂M({Xtj −Xtk}Tt=1)2 − σM(Xj −Xk)2∣∣∣ > 2t}︸ ︷︷ ︸
P2
. (4.26)











∣∣∣σM(Xj +Xk){σ̂M({Xtj +Xtk}Tt=1)− σM(Xj +Xk)}∣∣∣ > 2t]
≤P
{∣∣∣σ̂M({Xtj +Xtk}Tt=1)− σM(Xj +Xk)∣∣∣ > √t}+
P














∣∣∣σM(Xj −Xk){σ̂M({Xtj −Xtk}Tt=1)− σM(Xj −Xk)}∣∣∣ > 2t]
≤P
{∣∣∣σ̂M({Xtj −Xtk}Tt=1)− σM(Xj −Xk)∣∣∣ > √t}+
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P
[∣∣∣σ̂M({Xtj −Xtk}Tt=1)− σM(Xj −Xk)∣∣∣ > t2σM(Xj −Xk)
]
. (4.28)
Applying (4.24) and (4.25) to the above two inequalities and noting that σM(Xj + Xk) ≤
σMmax, σ



































Plugging the above two inequalities into (4.26), we have
P
(
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and b2(t) := exp
{







We discuss the form of the concentration bound in two scenarios:
































where D1 and D2,T are defined in (C.14) and (4.19). To simplify the denominator on
the right-hand side of the above equation, we require that


















2)− 1/T}2/(2D1). By the
definition of b1(t), we have
b1(t) ≤ exp
{























= α2 for some α ∈ (0, 1),
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:= t1(T, d). (4.32)




2) − 1/T ≤
√
8D1 log d/T . Thus,
(4.31) holds if we require
D1 ≥ D2,TT (a+1)/(a+2)(8D1 log d/T )(a+3/2)/(a+2).
Using the definitions of D1 and D2,T , it follows that (4.31) holds when we have










Thus, (4.31) is guaranteed by (4.2) in Condition 3.
(ii) If b1(t) < b2(t), we follow a similar argument as in (i) and require that







This leads to ϕT{η1t/(8σMmax) − 1/T} ≥ T{η1t/(8σMmax) − 1/T}2/(2D1). By the
definition of b2(t), we have
b2(t) ≤ exp
{
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Setting exp
[


















:= t2(T, d). (4.35)
Under (4.35), we have η1t/(8σMmax) − 1/T ≤
√
8D1 log d/T if d > 1/α. Thus,
(4.34) holds if we again require
D1 ≥ D2,TT (a+1)/(a+2)(8D1 log d/T )(a+3/2)/(a+2).
Now, using the definitions of D1 and D2,T , we obtain that (4.34) is also guaranteed
by (4.2) in Condition 3.
Now we summarize the discussion above and derive the final rate of convergence. In
(4.30), we set t = max
{
t1(T, d), t2(T, d)
}
and require that (4.33) holds. When t1(T, d) ≥
t2(T, d), we have t = t1(T, d). Thus, together with (4.33), we have b1(t) ≤ α2. Since b2(t)
is nonincreasing in t, we have b2{t1(T, d)} ≤ b2{t2(T, d)} ≤ α2. The last inequality is











On the other hand, when t1(T, d) < t2(T, d), we have t = t2(T, d). Thus, together
with (4.33), we have b2(t) ≤ α2. Since b1(t) is nonincreasing in t, we have b1{t2(T, d)} ≤
b1{t1(T, d)} ≤ α2, where the last inequality is ensured by (4.33). Thus, again, we can
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t1(T, d), t2(T, d)
})
≤ 24α2,
when T and d are large enough. This completes the proof of (4.6). Combining the above
inequality and Lemma 14 proves (4.8).
Proof of Theorem 23. Theorem 23 follows immediately from Theorem 22 and Lemma 14.
4.5 Discussion
In this section, we summarize the main contributions of this work, regarding the unique-
ness as well as the generality of the Kolmogorov dependence condition.
The Kolmogorov dependence condition is closely related to the Doukhan’s weak depen-
dence conditions (Doukhan and Louhichi, 1999; Kallabis and Neumann, 2006; Doukhan
and Neumann, 2007, 2008) developed for concentration inequalities. However, these con-
ditions are not directly applicable for analyzing quantile-based robust statistics, since they
are not invariant to non-smooth transformations of the stochastic process. In comparison,
the Kolmogorov dependence condition developed in this paper is conveniently adapted to
the non-smooth structure of quantile statistics. The Kolmogorov dependence condition also
resembles the α-mixing conditions (Dedecker and Prieur, 2004; Kontorovich et al., 2008;
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Merlevède et al., 2009, 2011) regarding the form of dependence measure. The key dif-
ference is that the dependence measure in α-mixing is defined in terms of σ-fields, which
make the α-mixing conditions difficult to verify. In comparison, the Kolmogorov depen-
dence condition relaxes the requirement for σ-fields, and is easily verified under many
popular weak dependence conditions including the α-mixing conditions themselves.
The Kolmogorov dependence condition provides us a fairly general understanding of
dependence. It serves as a necessary condition of a number of other weak dependence
conditions, including VAR models, physical dependence conditions, mixing conditions,
and various induced conditions from Doukhan’s weak dependence condition. Thus, the
theoretical results obtained under the Kolmogorov dependence condition shed light on the
properties of other dependence conditions as well.
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High dimensional time series commonly arise in many scientific and economic areas.
They present uniques challenges due to their high dimensionality, serial dependence, and
many other domain-specific characteristics. In this research, we consider three specific
settings of high dimensional time series: multiple time series with varying distributions,
heavy-tailed time series, and a general time series with a novel dependence measure.
The first setting is motivated by the structure of the data from an fMRI study, where
multiple subjects produce multiple time series with different covariance structures. We
propose a kernel-based estimator for the graphical model of any subject, and derive the-
ory on the consistency of the estimator. Our contributions lie in two aspects. First, our
theory quantifies the strength one can borrow from across subjects in estimating the graph-
ical model of any one subject. Secondly, we explicitly characterize the effect of the vector
autoregressive structure by the `2 norm of the transition matrix. These results establish
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a clear and rigorous understanding of the interactions between intra-subject information,
inter-subject information, and serial dependence. On the other hand, from a methodologi-
cal perspective, the assumed dependence structure itself is not exploited in the estimation
procedure. It would an interest track of future work to explore how dependence structures
can be used to improve estimation accuracy.
The second setting naturally arises in financial return data, where extreme events are
common. We propose a novel formulation of portfolio optimization that accommodates
arbitrarily heavy-tailed distributions for the returns of the candidate assets. The proposed
method is innovative in that it establishes a novel risk metric of a portfolio, which naturally
accommodates heavy-tailed distributions by using quantile statistics. The proposed method
is also generic in that it is based on a generic scatter matrix that is not specific to any
structures of the financial market. Alternative estimators that exploit the factor structures
of financial asset prices have been proven successful. For future work, it’s desirable to
explore regularizations of the proposed scatter matrix according to these market-specific
structures.
The third setting is motivated by the theoretical difficulty of analyzing quantile-based
scatter matrix estimators using existing models of serial dependence. We propose a novel
dependence condition called the Kolmogorov dependence, and showed that it naturally
couples with the structure of quantile-based statistics. Moreover, the connections between
Kolmogorov dependence and many other widely used dependence models are established
and well understood. This not only makes our analysis of quantile-based statistics obtained
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under Kolmogorov dependence fairly general, but also establishes a unified view over dif-
ferent concepts of serial dependence. For future work, it would be exciting to analyze the
performance of many other statistical methods under Kolmogorov dependence, since the
results would immediately shed light on the properties of other dependence models as well.
The three components of this thesis jointly provide a novel demonstration of the varia-
tion and integration of different dependence models in high dimensional data analysis. In
particular, we develop different techniques for analyzing VAR models and mixing condi-
tions that are highly specific to the statistical models and methodologies in question. On
the other hand, these two conditions of serial dependence, along with many others, are uni-
fied under Kolmogorov dependence in that they are re-expressed in the common language
of Kolmogorov dependence condition. The commonality sheds light on the fundamentals
shared by all these difference dependence models.
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Appendix to Chapter 2
A.1 Auto-Correlation and Cross-Correlation
In this section, we investigate the effect of the sign and strength of auto-correlation
and cross-correlation on the rate of convergence. In detail, we define the diagonal entries
of A(u) to be the auto-correlation coefficients, since they capture how (xit)j depends on
{xi(t−1)}j , for i = 1, . . . , n, t = 2, . . . , T , and j = 1, . . . , d. We define the off-diagonal en-
tries of A(u) to be the cross-correlation coefficients, since they capture how (xit)j depends
on {xi(t−1)}\j . Since a general analysis is intractable, we focus on several special struc-
tures on A(u). We suppress the label u in A(u), and subject index i in xit for notational
brevity.
1. We first study the effect of auto-correlation. For highlighting autocorrelation alone,
we set the cross-correlation coefficients to be 0 and consider the case where A is
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diagonal: A = diag(ρ1, . . . , ρd). This scenario is equivalent to d independent time
series.
2. Secondly, we study the effect of the cross-correlation. To this end, we set the diagonal
entries of A to be 0. In this scenario, at any time point, a variable does not depend
on its value at the previous time point in the autoregression. Below we focus on two
special structures on the off-diagonal entries, as exploited in Han and Liu (2013b).
(a) A has a “band” structure, i.e., Aij = ρI(|i− j| = 1). In this case, the j-th entry
of xt only depends on adjacent entries at time t − 1, i.e., entries in xt−1 with
index differing from j by 1.
(b) A is block diagonal. Each block has an “AR” structure. Specifically, let A =
diag(A1, . . . ,Ak), where Al ∈ Rdl×dl for l = 1, . . . , k. We have (Al)ij =
ρ|i−j|I(i 6= j), for i, j = 1, . . . , dl. In this case, the entries of xt form k clusters.
Temporal dependence occurs only within clusters. In each cluster, the cross-
correlation coefficients decrease exponentially with the gap in index.
The next theorem summarizes the impact of the correlation coefficients on the rate of
convergence.
Theorem A.1.1. Let A be one of the transition matrices defined in (1), (2).i and (2).ii.
Inheriting the assumptions and notations in Lemma 1, we have:
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(1). Under Scenario (1), we have
‖S(u0)−Σ(u0)‖max = OP










Thus, the magnitude of the maximum auto-correlation coefficient has a negative effect
on the convergence rate. In comparison, the signs of the auto-correlation coefficients
has no effect.
(2). Under Scenario (2). i, we have
‖S(u0)−Σ(u0)‖max = OP
{ ξ supu∈[0,1] ‖Σ(u)‖2









Under Scenario (2).ii, we have ‖S(u0)−Σ(u0)‖max = OP [α(ρ, ξ,Σ, T, n, d)], where
α, as a function of ρ, is symmetric around 0 and monotonically increasing in for
ρ > 0. Thus, the magnitude of the cross-correlation coefficients has a negative effect
on the convergence rate. Again, the signs of the cross-correlation coefficients has no
effect.
Although Theorem A.1.1 only presents the effect of the correlation coefficients on the
upper bound of estimation error, the simulation study in Section A.2.1 provides consistent




A.2.1 Impact of Temporal Dependence
In this section, we investigate the impact of temporal dependence on graph estimation
accuracy. Corresponding to the discussions in Section A.1, we consider three special struc-
tures of the transition matrix A(u) ∈ Rd×d to demonstrate the impact of auto-correlation
and cross-correlation. To be illustrative, we fix the dimension d = 10. For simplicity, we
let A(u) be constant over u ∈ [0, 1], and suppress the label u in A(u).
1. diagonal: A = diag(ρ, . . . , ρ);
2. band: Aij = ρI(|i− j| = 1);
3. block diagonal: A = diag(A1,A2,A3), where A1,A2 ∈ R3×3, and A3 ∈ R4×4, and
(Al)ij = ρ
|i−j|I(i 6= j), for l = 1, 2, 3.
Using these transition matrices, we generated data according to Setting 1 described in Sec-
tion 2.4.1.1. We fixed n = 51, T = 50, and d = 10, and target at label u0 = 0. To
investigate the impact of strong versus weak auto-correlation, we range ρ in {0.2, 0.4, 0.6}
and {−0.2,−0.4,−0.6} under Scenario (1). Figures A.1(a) and A.1(b) display the results.
One can see that large values of |ρ| correspond to low estimation accuracy. Comparing
Figures A.1(a) and A.1(b), it can be seen that the sign of the auto-correlation coefficients
does not noticeably affect the ROC curves.
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(a) diagonal (b) diagonal (c) band























































(d) block diagonal (e) band (f) block diagonal
Figure A.1: ROC curves of KSE under three structured transition matrices: diagonal, band,
and block diagonal. Data are synthesized under Setting 1. We set dimension d = 10;
number of labels n = 51; number of observations T = 50.
To investigate the impact of strong versus weak positive cross-correlation, we vary
ρ in {0.1, 0.5, 0.6} under Scenarios (2) and (3). To keep ‖A‖2 < 1, we scale A by
0.95/‖Amax‖2, where Amax is the transition matrix when ρ = 0.6. Figures A.1(c) and
A.1(d) show the results. Again, larger correlation results in decreased estimation accuracy.
Finally, to investigate the impact of strong positive versus strong negative cross-correlation,
we compare ρ = 0.6 with ρ = −0.6 under Scenarios (2) and (3). Figures A.1(e) and A.1(f)
































































(a) n (b) T (c) d
Figure A.2: ROC curves of KSE under Setting 1 with varying label size n, sample size T ,
or dimension d.
A.2.2 Impact of Label Size n, Sample Size T , and Dimen-
sion d.
In this section, we empirically demonstrate how the label size n, sample size T , and
dimension d may affect estimation accuracy. We inherit Setting 1 described in Section
2.4.1.1. We range n in {10, 20, 40, 80}, T in {25, 50, 100, 200}, and d in {25, 50, 75, 100}.
Note that when d varies, nfix, ngrow, and ndecay are scaled to maintain the same sparsity.
Figure A.2 shows the results. As indicated by the rate of convergence in Section 2.3,
estimation accuracy drops as we decrease n or T , or increase d.
The simulation results in Sections A.2.1 and A.2.2 provide empirical support for The-
orem 1. Although only an upper bound on the estimation error is presented in Theorem




A.2.3 Additional Results on ADHD-200 Data
A.2.3.1 Development of Brain Network Density
In this section, we investigate how brain network density changes with age. The number
of edges in the estimated graph is controlled by λ. As Theorem 1 indicates, the proper
choice of λ across the age spectrum depends on the heterogeneity of the multiple time
series available. In detail, both the distribution of the subject ages and the number of
observations under each subject affect the proper choice of λ. In order that the same λ is
applicable across the age spectrum, we take a pre-processing step to achieve homogeneity.
To control the number of observations, T , we select the subjects with no fewer than 120
scans. We use only the first 120 scans of these subjects. To make sure that the subjects
are distributed uniformly across the age spectrum, we subsampled 46 of the selected sub-
jects whose ages form an equally spaced grid between 10 and 15. We abandon the ranges
[7.09, 10] and [15, 21.83], since subjects are distributed rather heterogeneously across these
ranges and do not fit into the grid.
Using the subsample of subjects, we can fix λ and estimate the brain networks at 26
target ages equally spaced across [11, 14]. We do not target at ages close to the boundaries,
because fewer subjects are available around these boundaries. Figure A.3 demonstrates the
estimated number of edges as a function of age, under three choices of λ. We observe that
the estimated brain network density grows with age.






















Figure A.3: The growth of estimated brain network density over age under three choices of
λ. A subsample of the subjects from the ADHD-200 data are used to control λ.
geneity on the estimated network density, the proposed method still doesn’t distinguish
between the changes in brain complexity and the changes in structural heterogeneity over
age. To address this issue, an assessment of confidence on the estimated numbers of edges
across age is desired. That falls into the subject of statistical inference on high dimensional
graphical models, which is an interesting area for future study.
A.2.3.2 The Impact of Bandwidth
In this section, the impact of bandwidths on estimation is considered. In practice, the
bandwidth can be regarded as the degree of tradeoff between the label-specific networks
and the population level networks. Under such a logic, a higher value of bandwidth will
result in incorporating more information from the data points in other labels, and lead to an
estimate closer to a population-level graph. This population-level graph will highlight the
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similarity between different graphs, while tending to ignore the label-specific differences.
To illustrate this phenomenon empirically, consider estimating the brain network at age
21.83. We increase the bandwidth h, while setting all the other parameters fixed. As h
is increased from 0.5 to 3, the weights in Equation (2.4) tends to be homogeneous across
ages. Thus the graph ranges from age-specific level to the population level. Figure A.4
plots the different brain connectivity graphs estimated using different bandwidths.
There are two main discoveries: (i) The number of edges decreases to a population
level of 674 as h increase to 3. This is intuitive, because the population level brain network
will summarize the information across different levels and thus should be more concrete.
(ii) When h = 3, the estimated brain network is close to the network estimated at age
7.09 shown in Figure 2.3 with most edges taking place at the occipital lobe region. This
is expected because the occipital lobe region is the only part that has been well developed
across the entire range of ages.
A.3 Techinical Proofs
A.3.1 Proof of Lemma 1
The proof of Lemma 1 can be decomposed into two parts. In the first part, we prove
that the bias term, ES(u0) − Σ(u0), can be controlled by the number of subjects n and
bandwidth h. The result is provided in the following lemma.
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(a) coronal (b) sagittal (c) transverse
h = 0.5; 1032 edges
(d) coronal (e) sagittal (f) transverse
h = 0.1; 718 edges
(g) coronal (h) sagittal (i) transverse
h = 3; 674 edges
Figure A.4: Estimated brain connectivity network at age 21.83 among healthy subjects.
The kernel bandwidth h takes the value 0.5, 1, 3, resulting to different brain connectivity
networks from closer to the age-specific level, to closer to the population level.
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Lemma A.3.1. Supposing that the conditions in Lemma 1 hold, we have
max
j,k
∣∣∣∣E{S(u0)}jk − Σjk(u0)∣∣∣∣ = O(h+ 1n2h1+η
)
.





































































































where a(u0) := −I(u0 ∈ (0, 1]), b(u0) := I(u0 ∈ [0, 1)), Σ′jk(u) := dduΣjk(u), and ζ lies
between u0 and u0 + hu. The last equality is because h→ 0 and K(u) has support [−1, 1].




K(u)Σjk(u0)du = Σjk(u0). (A.3)















∣∣∣∣ = O(h). (A.4)
Combining (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), and (A.4), we have
∣∣∣∣E{S(u0)}jk − Σjk(u0)∣∣∣∣ = O(h+ 1n2h1+η
)
.
This completes the proof.
We then proceed to the second lemma, which provides an upper bound of the distance
between the estimator S(u0) and its expectation ES(u0).
Lemma A.3.2. Supposing that the conditions in Lemma 1 hold, we have
max
j,k
∣∣∣∣{S(u0)}jk − E{S(u0)}jk∣∣∣∣ = OP
[









Proof. For i = 1, . . . , n and t = 1, . . . , T , let yit := (yit1, . . . , yitd)T be a d-dimensional
random vector with yitj = xitj/
√
Σjj(ui) . Define correlation coefficient ρjk(ui) :=
Σjk(ui)/
√
Σjj(ui)Σkk(ui). We then have






























































(yitj − yitk)2 − 2{1− ρjk(ui)}
])∣∣∣∣∣ > 2ε
}
:=P1 + P2, (A.5)
where ω∗i (u0, h) := ωi(u0, h)
√
Σjj(ui)Σkk(ui).
LetZ := (ZT1 , . . . ,Z
T
n )
T ∈ RnT , whereZi := (yi1j+yi1k, yi2j+yi2k, . . . , yiT j+yiTk)T.
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ω∗1(u0, h) · IT 0 . . . 0
0
√




ω∗n(u0, h) · IT

be a Tn by Tn diagonal matrix. Then we can rewrite P1 as P1 = P(| ‖BZ‖22−E‖BZ‖22 |>
2Tε). Using the property of Gaussian distribution, we have BZ ∼ NTn(0,Q), where
Q := Bcov(Z)B and
cov(Z) =







Let {cov(Zi)}pq be the (p, q) element of cov(Zi). We have
|{cov(Zi)}pq| = |cov(yipj + yipk, yiqj + yiqk)|
= |cov(yipj, yiqj) + cov(yipj, yiqk) + cov(yipk, yiqj) + cov(yipk, yiqk)|



































The last inequality is due to the fact that ω∗i (u0, h) = ωi(u0, h)
√
Σjj(ui)Σkk(ui) ≤ 2nh ·
supvK(v) · supu maxr Σrr(u).
Finally, using Lemma I.2 in Negahban and Wainwright (2011), we have
























for large enough n.
Using the same technique, we can show that P2 in Equation (A.5) can also be controlled




















Thus, using Equations (A.6) and (A.8), we have
max
j,k
















This completes the proof.
A.3.1.1 Proof of Lemma 1
The rate of convergence in Lemma 1 can be obtained by balancing the convergence
rates in Lemmas A.3.1 and A.3.2. More specifically, we first have
‖S(u0)−Σ(u0)‖max ≤ ‖S(u0)− ES(u0)‖max + ‖ES(u0)−Σ(u0)‖max.




































⇒ h = n−
2
2+η .


































































Combining (A.9) and (A.10), we have the desired result.
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A.3.2 Proof of Theorem A.1.1
The following two lemmas are needed in the proof of Theorem A.1.1.
Lemma A.3.3. Let Mρ ∈ Rd×d be a matrix where Mjk = ρ|j−k|I(j 6= k). Then Mρ and
M−ρ have the same set of eigenvalues.
Proof. Let B ∈ Rd×d be a diagonal matrix with Bii = (−1)i. Noting that (−1)i+j =
(−1)|i−j| for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, we have M−ρ = BMB−1. Thus Mρ has the same set of
eigenvalues as M−ρ.
Lemma A.3.4. Let Nρ ∈ Rd×d be a matrix where Njk = ρ|j−k| and 0 ≤ ρ1 ≤ ρ2, we have
‖Nρ1‖2 ≤ ‖Nρ2‖2.
Proof. Nρ1 is the Hadamard product of Nρ1/ρ2 and Nρ2:
Nρ1 = Nρ1/ρ2 ◦Nρ2 .
By Theorem 5.3.4 of Roger and Charles (1994), any eigenvalue λ(Nρ1/ρ2 ◦Nρ2) of Nρ1/ρ2 ◦
Nρ2 satisfies
λ(Nρ1/ρ2 ◦Nρ2) ≤ (max
1≤i≤d
Nρ1/ρ2)iiλmax(Nρ2) = ‖Nρ2‖2.
Thus ‖Nρ1‖2 ≤ ‖Nρ2‖2.
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A.3.2.1 Proof of Theorem A.1.1
Under Scenario (1), it is straightforward to have ‖A‖2 = maxj=1,...,d |ρj|. Plugging it
into Equation 2.9 proves the first part.
Under Scenario (2).i, it is well known that ‖A‖2 = 2|ρ| cos{π/(d + 1)}. See, for
example, Smith (1978) for details. This proves the second part.
Under Scenario (2).ii, the eigenvalues of A consist of the eigenvalues of each block.
From Lemma A.3.3, we conclude that ‖A‖2 do not depend on the sign of ρ. To prove
monotonicity, note that ‖A‖2 = maxl=1,...,k ‖Al‖2 and ‖Al‖2 = ‖Nρ− Idl‖2 = ‖Nρ‖2−1
for Nρ ∈ Rdl×dl . The desired result follows from Lemma A.3.4.
A.3.3 Proof of Lemma 2
To prove Lemma 2, we need an improved upper bound on the distance between S(u0)
and ES(u0). We provide such a result in Lemma A.3.5. The proof of Lemma A.3.5 can be
regarded as an extension to the proof of Lemma 6 in Zhou et al. (2010).
Lemma A.3.5. Suppose that Assumptions (B1), (B2), and (B3) in Lemma 2 hold, and









P [|{S(u0)}jk − E{S(u0)}jk| > ε] ≤ 2 exp(−C5Tnhε2).
Proof. By the definition of S(u0), we have










































































































The last equality is due to that {Xui}ni=1 are independent and {xit}Tt=1 are i.i.d.. Using the
same technique, we can get similar result for P4. The rest of the proof can be derived by
following Lemma 6 in Zhou et al. (2010), where we replace n with Tn. Here the assump-
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tion that n−2/5 < h < 1 and Assumption (B2) are required in the proof of Proposition 5 in
Zhou et al. (2010).
Using Lemma A.3.5, we can now proceed to prove Lemma 2. Because if the kernel
function satisfies Assumption (A2) for some η = η1 > 0, then this kernel function also
satisfies Assumption (A2) for η = max(3, η1), so without loss of generality, in the sequel
we assume that η ≥ 3 in Assumption (A2).
A.3.3.1 Proof of Lemma 2










P [|{S(u0)}jk − E{S(u0)}jk| > ε]
≤ exp
(
2 log d− C5Tnhε2
)
,
for n−2/5 < h < 1. Now setting ε =
√













Accordingly, as d→∞, we have
max
jk







































































, we set h = 1
n2/(2+η)














Combining (A.11) and (A.12) we have the desired result.
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Appendix to Chapter 3
B.1 Supporting Lemmas
We first derive the concentration inequality for the robust scale estimator σ̂Q. It intrin-
sically relies on the concentration of the U -statistic,
UT (ψu) :=
2




for kernel function ψu(x, y) := I(|x− y| ≤ u) under a φ-mixing process {Xt}t∈Z. To this
end, we first focus on the bias and variance of UT (ψu).
Lemma 4. Let {Xt}t∈Z be a stationary φ-mixing process such that φ(n) ≤ n−1−ε for any
n > 0 and some constant ε > 0, and X̃ be an independent copy of X1. Suppose X1 is
absolutely continuous. Denote by G(u) := P(|X1 − X̃| ≤ u) the distribution function of
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|X1 − X̃|. For UT (ψu) defined in (B.1), we have
∣∣EUT (ψu)−G(u)∣∣ ≤ 2Cε
T
,
for any u > 0, where Cε =
∑∞
k=1 1/k
1+ε is a constant only depending on ε.
Proof. Denote Gst(u) := P(|Xs − Xt| ≤ u) to be the distribution function of |Xs − Xt|
for s < t. Let M > 0 be a constant and
−M = a(h)−h < · · · < a
(h)
0 < · · · < a
(h)
h = M















k−1) = 0. (B.2)
Given Xs ∈ [a(h)k−1, a
(h)












P(Xt ∈ [a(h)k−1 − u, a
(h)
k + u] | Xs ∈ [ak−1, ak])P(Xs ∈ [ak−1, ak]). (B.3)
On the other hand, given Xs ∈ [a(h)k−1, a
(h)
k ], we have Xt ∈ [a
(h)
k − u, a
(h)
k−1 + u] implies
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|Xs −Xt| ≤ u. Thus, we have








P(Xt ∈ [a(h)k − u, a
(h)
k−1 + u] | Xs ∈ [ak−1, ak])P(Xs ∈ [ak−1, ak]). (B.4)
Now define ψUh :=
∑
−h<k≤h P(Xt ∈ [a
(h)
k−1 − u, a
(h)
k + u])P(Xs ∈ [ak−1, ak]), ψLh :=∑
−h<k≤h P(Xt ∈ [a
(h)
k − u, a
(h)
k−1 + u])P(Xs ∈ [ak−1, ak]), and
ψh :=

ψLh , if P(|Xs −Xt| ≤ u,Xs ∈ [−M,M ]) > ψLh ;
ψUh , otherwise.
Note that ψLh ≤ ψUh . If P(|Xs − Xt| ≤ u,Xs ∈ [−M,M ]) > ψLh , by the definition of ψh
and (B.3), we have




∣∣P(Xt ∈ [a(h)k−1 − u, a(h)k + u] | Xs ∈ [ak−1, ak])− P(Xt ∈ [a(h)k − u, a(h)k−1 + u])∣∣




∣∣P(Xt ∈ [a(h)k−1 − u, a(h)k + u] | Xs ∈ [ak−1, ak])− P(Xt ∈ [a(h)k−1 − u, a(h)k + u])∣∣
P(Xs ∈ [ak−1, ak]) +
∑
−h<k≤h
∣∣P(Xt ∈ [a(h)k−1−u, a(h)k +u])−P(Xt∈ [a(h)k −u, a(h)k−1+u])∣∣
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P(Xs ∈ [ak−1, ak])
≤φ(t−s)+ max
−h<k≤h
∣∣P(Xt∈ [a(h)k−1−u, a(h)k +u])−P(Xt∈ [a(h)k −u, a(h)k−1+u])∣∣. (B.5)
On the other hand, if P(|Xs − Xt| ≤ u,Xs ∈ [−M,M ]) ≤ ψLh , since ψLh ≤ ψUh , by the
definition of ψh and (B.4), we have




∣∣P(Xt ∈ [a(h)k−1 − u, a(h)k + u])− P(Xt ∈ [a(h)k − u, a(h)k−1 + u] | Xs ∈ [ak−1, ak])∣∣




∣∣P(Xt ∈ [a(h)k − u, a(h)k−1 + u] | Xs ∈ [ak−1, ak])− P(Xt ∈ [a(h)k − u, a(h)k−1 + u])∣∣
P(Xs ∈ [ak−1, ak]) +
∑
−h<k≤h
∣∣P(Xt∈ [a(h)k −u, a(h)k−1+u])−P(Xt∈ [a(h)k−1−u, a(h)k +u])∣∣
P(Xs ∈ [ak−1, ak])
≤φ(t−s)+ max
−h<k≤h
∣∣P(Xt∈ [a(h)k −u, a(h)k−1+u])−P(Xt∈ [a(h)k−1−u, a(h)k +u])∣∣. (B.6)
Thus, combining (B.5) and (B.6), we have
|P(|Xs −Xt| ≤ u,Xs ∈ [−M,M ])− ψh|
≤φ(t− s) + max
−h<k≤h
∣∣P(Xt ∈ [a(h)k − u, a(h)k−1 + u])− P(Xt ∈ [a(h)k−1 − u, a(h)k + u])∣∣.
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Let h→∞. Using (B.2) and the assumption that Xt is absolutely continuous, we have
∣∣∣P(|Xs−Xt|≤u,Xs∈ [−M,M ])−∫ M
−M
P(Xs ∈ [a−u, a+u])dP(Xs=a)
∣∣∣≤φ(t−s).
Now, let M →∞, we further obtain
∣∣∣P(|Xs −Xt| ≤ u)− ∫ P(Xs ∈ [a− t, a+ t])dP(Xs = a)∣∣∣ ≤ φ(t− s).
Noting that
∫
P(Xs ∈ [a− u, a+ u])dP(Xs = a) =
∫
P(Xs ∈ [a− u, a+ u])dP(X̃ = a)
=P(|X1 − X̃| ≤ u) = G(u),
we have
∣∣∣P(|Xs −Xt| ≤ u)−G(u)∣∣∣ ≤ φ(t− s). Hence, we have
∣∣EUT (φu)−G(u)∣∣ ≤ 2
T (T − 1)
∑
1≤s<t≤T
∣∣P(|Xs −Xt| ≤ u)−G(u)∣∣
≤ 2






T (T − 1)
T−1∑
k=1







Here the last inequality is due to φ(k) ≤ 1/k1+ε. This completes the proof.
Lemma 4 provides the bias of UT (ψu) with respect to G(u), which is the expectation
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of UT (ψu) when the data points are independent. The bias increases with Cε, which sum-
marizes the degree of dependence over the process. Next, we proceed to the variance of
UT (ψu).
Lemma 5. Let {Xt}t∈Z be a stationary φ-mixing process such that φ(n) ≤ n−1−ε for any
n > 0 and some constant ε > 0, and UT (ψu) be defined in (B.1). Then, for any u > 0, we
have










To prove Lemma 5, we first introduce a concentration inequality for φ-mixing pro-
cesses.
Lemma 6. Kontorovich et al. (2008); Mohri and Rostamizadeh (2010) Let f : ΩT → R






∣∣f(x1, . . ., xt, . . ., xT )− f(x1, . . ., x′t, . . ., xT )∣∣ ≤M.
Then, for a stationary φ-mixing process {Xt}t∈Z, we have











for any τ > 0.
Building on Lemma 6, we can proceed to the proof of Lemma 5.
Proof of Lemma 5. Let





I(|xs − xt| ≤ u).
since replacing an element in (x1, . . . , xT ), say, xt, by x′t only affects T − 1 terms in the
summation above, we have
∣∣f(x1, . . ., xt, . . ., xT )− f(x1, . . ., x′t, . . ., xT )∣∣ ≤ 2.
Thus, by Lemma 6, we have








for any η > 0. Setting η = Tτ , we obtain


















Here the last inequality is due to φ(k) ≤ 1/k1+ε. This completes the proof.
Lemma 5 gives exponential tail probability for UT (ψu) around its expectation. Similar
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to the bias of UT (ψu), the tail probability increases with Cε. Thus, UT (ψu) is less concen-
trated around its expectation when the degree of dependence increases. Using Lemmas 4
and 5, we can derive the concentration inequality for UT (ψu) around G(u).
Lemma 7. Let {Xt}t∈Z be a stationary φ-mixing process such that φ(n) ≤ n−1−ε for any
n > 0 and some constant ε > 0. Suppose X1 is absolutely continuous. Let UT (ψu) and
G(u) be defined as in Lemma 4. Then, for any u > 0, we have












Proof. Using Lemma 4, we have
P{|UT (ψu)−G(u)| ≥ τ} ≤P{|UT (ψu)− EUT (ψu)|+ |EUT (ψu)−G(u)| ≥ τ}
≤P
{





Applying Lemma 5 completes the proof.
Now we can proceed to the concentration inequality of σ̂Q.
Lemma 8. Let {Xt}t∈Z be a stationary φ-mixing process such that φ(n) ≤ n−1−ε for any
n > 0 and some constant ε > 0. Let X̃ be an independent copy of X1, and q ∈ [0, 1] be an
absolute constant. Suppose the following assumptions hold:
1. Q(|X1 − X̃|; q) and Q̂({|Xs −Xt|}1≤s<t≤T ; q) are unique with probability 1.
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Q̂({|Xs −Xt|}1≤s<t≤T ; q)
}
≤ q + 2
T (T − 1)
.
The above inequality is because Q̂({|Xs − Xt|}1≤s<t≤T ; q) is unique. Denote G−1(q) =
Q(|X1− X̃|; q). Since Q(|X1− X̃|; q) is unique, we have G{G−1(q)} = q. Thus, we have
P
[






Q̂({|Xs −Xt|}1≤s<t≤T ; q)
}













−UT{ψG−1(q)+u}+G{G−1(q) + u} ≥ G{G−1(q) + u} − q −
2
T (T − 1)
]
,
where UT{ψG−1(q)+u} is defined in Lemma 4. By Assumption 2, we have G{G−1(q) +
u} − q ≤ η when u ≤ κ. Now, using Lemma 4, we have
P
[




|UT{ψG−1(q)+u} −G{G−1(q) + u}| ≥ ηu−
2





















provided that 4Cε/(ηT ) ≤ u ≤ κ. On the other hand, using the same technique, we have
P
[



























provided that 2Cε/(ηT ) ≤ u ≤ κ. Combining (B.8) and (B.9) completes the proof.
Setting q = 1/4 in Lemma 8, we obtain the concentration inequality for σ̂Q. Again, we
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observe that the tail probability in (B.7) increases with Cε, which represents the degree of
serial dependence.
Now we have sufficient background for deriving the rate of convergence for R̂Q. Re-
garding R̃Q, the following lemma connects its concentration probability with that of R̂Q.
Lemma 9. For any u > 0, the solution R̃Q to the optimization problem (3.4) satisfies







provided that RQ ∈ Sλ.
Proof. For any u > 0, we have
P(‖R̃Q −RQ‖max ≥ u) ≤ P(‖R̃Q − R̂Q‖max + ‖R̂Q −RQ‖max ≥ u)
Since RQ is feasible to (3.4), we have
‖R̂Q − R̃Q‖max ≤ ‖R̂Q −RQ‖max.
Combining the above two inequalities, we have
P(‖R̃Q −RQ‖max ≥ u) ≤ P(2‖R̂Q −RQ‖max ≥ u).
This completes the proof.
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B.2 Proofs of the Main Results
In this section, we provide technical proofs for the theoretical results.
B.2.1 Proof of Lemma 3
Proof. Since ŵopt is feasible to (3.3), we have R(ŵopt; RQ) ≥ R(wopt; RQ). Similarly,
since wopt is feasible to (3.6), we have R(wopt; R) ≥ R(ŵopt; R). Thus, we have
|R(ŵopt; RQ)−R(wopt; RQ)| = R(ŵopt; RQ)−R(wopt; RQ)
=R(ŵopt; RQ)−R(ŵopt; R) +R(ŵopt; R)−R(wopt; R) +R(wopt; R)−R(wopt; RQ)
≤R(ŵopt; RQ)−R(ŵopt; R) +R(wopt; R)−R(wopt; RQ)
≤2 sup
‖w‖1≤c
|R(w; RQ)−R(w; R)| = 2 sup
‖w‖1≤c
|wT(RQ −R)w| ≤ 2c2‖RQ −R‖max.
Here the last inequality is due to |wT(RQ −R)w| ≤ ‖w‖21‖RQ −R‖max. This completes
the proof.
B.2.2 Proof of Theorem 6


















By definition, for any u > 0, we have
P(|R̂Qjj −R
Q

































The quantiles in the definitions of RQ and R̂Q are unique due to Condition 2 and absolute
continuity ofX1. Hence, applying Lemma 8 and noting that σ
Q
j ≤ σQmax, we have
P(|R̂Qjj −R
Q























when 4Cε/(ηT ) ≤
√
u/2, u/(4σQmax) ≤ κ. Now, for the off-diagonal entries, we have
P(|R̂Qjk −R
Q





























Using the same technique as in (B.10), we further have
P(|R̂Qjk −R
Q




































Applying Lemma 8 and noting that σQjk+ ≤ σQmax and σ
Q
jk− ≤ σQmax, we have
P(|R̂Qjk −R
Q





















when 4Cε/(ηT ) ≤
√
u, u/(2σQmax) ≤ κ. Combining (B.11) and (B.12), we obtain
































































































Now set u = rT = max(u1, u2). (B.13) is satisfied when T is large enough. If u1 ≥ u2,
since A2(u) is a non-increasing function of u, we have A2(u1) ≤ A2(u2) = α2. Thus, we
have
P(‖R̂Q −RQ‖max ≥ rT ) ≤ 8 max{A1(u), A2(u)} ≤ 8α2.
On the other hand, if u1 < u2, we have rT = u2. Since A1(u) is a non-increasing function
of u, we have A1(u2) ≤ A1(u1) = α2. Thus, we still have
P(‖R̂Q −RQ‖max ≥ rT ) ≤ 8 max{A1(u), A2(u)} ≤ 8α2.
This proves (3.7). Applying Lemma 9, we have




B.2.3 Proof of Theorem 9
Proof. We will utilize an equivalent definition of elliptical distributions. Specifically,X is
elliptically distributed with locationµ and scatter S if and only if the characteristic function
of X is ψX(t) = exp(itTµ)ϕ(tTSt) for some function ϕ Fang et al. (1990). Since X̃ is
an independent copy ofX , the characteristic function ofX − X̃ is
ψX−X̃(t) = E exp{it
T(X − X̃)} = E exp(itTX)E exp(−itTX̃) = ϕ(tTSt)2.
Thus, X − X̃ ∼ ECd(0,S, ζ) is elliptical distributed for some generating variate ζ . By
Theorem 2.6 in Fang et al. (1990), we have
Xj − X̃j ∼ EC1(0,Sjj,
√
Dζ),
where D ∼ Beta(1/2, (d − 1)/2) follows a Beta distribution. Since X is absolutely con-
tinuous, we have Sjj > 0. Thus, we have










By Theorems 2.15 and 2.16 in Fang et al. (1990), we have, for j 6= k,





Xj −Xk − X̃j + X̃k ∼ EC1(0,Sjj + Skk − 2Sjk,
√
Dζ).
Thus, if Sjj + Skk + 2Sjk > 0 and Sjj + Skk − 2Sjk > 0, we have
σQ(Xj +Xk)
2 =Q(|Xj +Xk − X̃j − X̃k|; 1/4)2
=(Sjj + Skk + 2Sjk)Q
{(Xj +Xk − X̃j − X̃k)2





=(Sjj + Skk + 2Sjk)Q(Dζ
2; 1/4); (B.15)
σQ(Xj −Xk)2 =Q(|Xj −Xk − X̃j + X̃k|; 1/4)2
=(Sjj + Skk − 2Sjk)Q
{(Xj −Xk − X̃j + X̃k)2





=(Sjj + Skk − 2Sjk)Q(Dζ2; 1/4). (B.16)
Note that when Sjj + Skk + 2Sjk = 0 or Sjj + Skk− 2Sjk = 0, we have σQ(Xj +Xk) = 0
or σQ(Xj−Xk) = 0. Thus, we still have σQ(Xj +Xk)2 = (Sjj +Skk+2Sjk)Q(Dζ2; 1/4)




{σQ(Xj +Xk)2 − σQ(Xj −Xk)2} = SjkQ(Dζ2; 1/4). (B.17)
Combining (B.14) and (B.17), we have (3.11) with mQ = Q(Dζ2; 1/4).
When 0 < Eξ2 < ∞, by the the corollary on Page 34 in Fang et al. (1990), we have
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S = rΣ/Eξ2, where r = rank(S). Thus, we have
RQ = Q(Dζ2; 1/4)S =
r
Eξ2
Q(Dζ2; 1/4)Σ = cQΣ.
















The last equality is due to S = rΣ/Eξ2. Similarly, when Var(Xj +Xk) > 0 and Var(Xj−
Xk) > 0, by (B.15) and (B.16), we have
cQ =Q
{r(Xj +Xk − X̃j − X̃k)2














{r(Xj −Xk − X̃j + X̃k)2















In this section, we summarize the algorithm proposed in Xu and Shao (2012b) for
solving the matrix projection problem (3.4). Let
Ω1 :=
{












For any symmetric matrix V ∈ Rd×d and v = vec(V), define the projection of v onto Ωi
as





for i = 1, 2. The algorithm for solving (3.4) builds on solutions to the problems in (B.18).
Solving for PΩ1(v) is straightforward. It’s well known that
PΩ1(v) = vec(UΛ̃U
T), (B.19)





for i = 1, . . . , d.
Next we solve for PΩ2(v). Let sign(v) = {sign(v1), . . . , sign(vd)}T be a vector of the
signs of v’s entries. Denote |v| = sign(v)◦v and ṽ = T|v|(|v|), where T|v| is a permutation
transformation that sorts the elements of |v| in descending order. Now, if 1Tṽ ≤ 1, we set
(x̃, ỹ) = (ṽ, 0). If 1Tṽ > 1, let ∆v := (ṽ1 − ṽ2, . . . , ṽd−1 − ṽd, ṽd)T ∈ Rd. Note that
∆vi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , d and
∑d
i=1 i∆vi = 1
Tṽ > 1. Thus, there exists a smallest integer
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Algorithm 1 Solving matrix projection problem (3.4)
R̃Q←MatrixProjection(R̂Q, λmin, λmax, x0, z0, γ, ε, N )
r ← vec(R̂Q)
for k = 0, . . . , N do
ekx ← xk − PΩ1(xk − zk)
ekz ← zk − PΩ2(zk + xk − r)
ek ← (ekx, ekz)T
if ‖ek‖max < ε, then
break
else
xk+1 ← xk − γ(ekx − ekz)/2
zk+1 ← zk − γ(ekx + ekz)/2
end if
end for
return R̃Q = mat(xk)
K such that
∑K








and x̃ = (ṽ1 − ỹ, . . . , ṽK − ỹ, 0, . . . , 0)T ∈ Rd.
Now we can express PΩ2(v) as
PΩ2(v) = sign(v) ◦ T−1|v| (x̃). (B.20)
Next we solve the matrix projection problem in (3.4). Recall that R̂Q is the matrix to be
projected to Sλ. Since for any vector y ∈ Rd, we have ‖y‖max = maxc∈Rd,‖c‖1≤1 cTy, it














If (xopt, zopt) is a solution to problem (B.21), then mat(xopt) is a solution to problem (3.4).
Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo code for solving problem (B.21), and thus (3.4). Recall that
0 ≤ λmin < λmax ≤ ∞ are the lower and upper bounds of the eigenvalues of the projection.
x0 ∈ Ω1 and z0 ∈ Ω2 are arbitrary initial points. γ ∈ (0, 2) is a parameter controlling the
step lengths of every iteration. ε > 0 is a prespecified tolerance level. N ∈ N is the
maximum number of iterations desired. The convergence of Algorithm 1 is guaranteed by
the following theorem.
Theorem 24 (Xu and Shao (2012b)). Let uopt := (xopt, zopt) be a solution to (B.21).









T. Then Algorithm 1 produces a sequence
{uk} satisfying





Appendix to Chapter 4
C.1 Concentration Inequalities under Weak De-
pendence
In this section, we develop a concentration inequality for sums of weakly dependent
random variables. We first reformulate Theorem 1 in Doukhan and Neumann (2007).
Lemma 10. Suppose X1, . . . , XT are real-valued random variables with mean 0, defined
on a common probability space (Ω,A,P). Let Ψ : N2 → N be one of the four functions
defined in Condition 3. Assume that there exist constantsK,M,L1, L2 > 0, a, b ≥ 0, and a
nonincreasing sequence of real coefficients {ρ(t)}t≥0 such that for any u-tuple (s1, . . . , su)
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)∣∣∣ ≤ K2Mu+v{(u+ v)!}bΨ(u, v)ρ(t1 − su), (C.1)
where the sequence {ρ(t)}t≥0 satisfies
∞∑
n=0
(n+ 1)kρ(n) ≤ L1Lk2(k!)a, for any k ≥ 0 and k ∈ Z. (C.2)
Moreover, we require that the following moment condition holds:
E|Xt|k ≤ (k!)bMk, t = 1, . . . , T, for any k ≥ 0 and k ∈ Z. (C.3)
Then, for ST :=
∑T
t=1Xt and any t > 0, we have







where C1 and C2 are constants given by
C1 = 2
a+b+3K2M2L1(K
2 ∨ 2) and C2 = 2{ML2(K2 ∨ 2)}1/(a+b+2).
Proof. The proof follows that of Theorem 1 in Doukhan and Neumann (2007) with minor
modifications, as listed below. We inherit the notation in Doukhan and Neumann (2007).
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Equation (30) in Doukhan and Neumann (2007) can be strengthened to
E|Yj| ≤ 2k−j−1{(k − j + 1)!}bK2Mkρ(tt+1 − tt).
This leads to
|E(Xt1 · · ·Xtk)| ≤ 2k−1(k!)bk2Mkρ(tt+1 − tt), (C.4)
which corresponds to Lemma 13 in Doukhan and Neumann (2007). Using (C.4), we obtain
that













∣∣∣Γk(ST )∣∣∣ ≤ nK2(K2 ∨ 2)k−1Mk(k!)b+1 T−1∑
s=0
(s+ 1)k−2ρ(s). (C.5)
Equation (C.5) corresponds to Lemma 14 in Doukhan and Neumann (2007). The rest
follows the same technique as in Doukhan and Neumann (2007).
Equations (C.1) and (C.2) characterize the dependence structure of the sequenceX1, . . . ,
XT . In detail, the covariance between two blocks of observations converges to 0 as the gap
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between the blocks increases. (C.2) specifies the speed of the convergence. Equation (C.3)
is a moment condition. In the next lemma, we further show that these conditions are loca-
tion and scale invariant.
Lemma 11. Let X1, . . . , XT be a sequence of random variables satisfying (C.1)-(C.3).
Let {µt}Tt=1 and {γt}Tt=1 be uniformly bounded real sequences in the sense that |µt| ≤ µ,
0 < γt ≤ γ, t = 1, . . . , T , where µ and γ are constants. Let Y1, . . . , YT be a location-scale
transformed sequence defined as
Yt := γt(Xt + µt), t = 1 . . . , T.
Then (C.1)-(C.3) are satisfied by Y1, . . . , YT with M replaced by γ(M + µ).
Proof. Equation (C.3) can be easily verified for Y1, . . . , YT :
E|Yt|k =E







The last inequality follows from (C.3). Next, we verify that Y1, . . . , YT also satisfy (C.1)
and (C.2). Let S := {s1, . . . , su}, T := {t1, . . . , tv}, andR := S ∪ T . By the definiton of




































Applying the same derivation on E
∏
t∈S Yt and E
∏






































































































































Ψ(u, v)ρ(t1 − su), (C.9)
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Ψ(u, v)ρ(t1 − su).
Thus, (C.1) and (C.2) are satisfied by Y1, . . . , YT with M replaced by γ(M + µ). This
completes the proof.
Using Lemma 11, we can remove the zero-mean requirement forX1, . . . , XT in Lemma
10. The next theorem summarizes Lemmas 10 and 11.
Theorem 25. Let X1, . . . , XT be a sequence of random variables satisfying (C.1)-(C.3).
Suppose EXt = µt, and |µt| ≤ µ for t = 1, . . . , T , where µ > 0 is a constant. Let
ST :=
∑T
t=1(Xt − µt). Then, for any t > 0, we have









Here D1 and D2 are constants defined by
D1 =2
a+b+3K2(M+µ)2L1(K






where a, b,K,M,L1, L2 are constants defined in (C.1)-(C.3).
C.2 Supporting Lemma
Lemmas 12 - 14 are used in the proofs of Theorems 22 - 23. Lemmas 12 and 13 provide
tail probabilities for related quantile-based statistics. Lemma 14 builds the connection
between the tail probabilities of ‖R̃MAD −RMAD‖max and ‖R̂MAD −RMAD‖max.
Lemma 12. LetX ∈ R be a random variable with distribution function F , andX1, . . . , XT
be T realizations of X such that for any S, T ⊆ {1, . . . , T} with max(S) ≤ min(T ), we
have






where the sequence {ρ(t)}t≥0 is nonincreasing and satisfies
∞∑
n=0
(n+ 1)kρ(n) ≤ L1Lk2(k!)a, ∀ k ≥ 0, (C.12)
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for some constants K,L1, L2 > 0 and a ≥ 0. Then, for any t > 0 and q ∈ (0, 1), we have

























, for x > 0, (C.13)
where D1 and D2 are constants given by
D1 = 2
a+5K2L1(K







Proof. LetFT be the empirical distribution function ofX1, . . . , XT andF−1T (q) = Q̂({Xt}; q).
By the definition of Q̂(·; ·) in (4.4), we have, for any ε ∈ [0, 1],




By definition, we have
P
{















where the last inequality is because FT is non-decreasing. By (C.16), we have
P
{










By the definition of FT , we further have
P
{
































Xt ≤ F−1(q) + t
}]





for any S, T ⊆ {1, . . . , T} with max(S) ≤ min(T ). Thus, by Theorem 25, we have
P
{




























Using (C.16) again, we have
P
{














q − F{F−1(q)− t}
])
.
Thus, by Theorem 25, we have
P
{






q − F{F−1(q)− t}
])
, (C.18)
where the function ϕ is defined in (C.13). Combining (C.17) and (C.18) completes the
proof.
Lemma 13. Let X ∈ R be a random variable. Denote by F and F̄ the distribution func-
tions of X and |X −Q(X, 1/2)|. Let X1, . . . , XT be T realizations of X satisfying (C.11)
and (C.12) in Lemma 12. Then, for any t > 0, we have
P
(


















































whenever F{F−1(q) + t/2} − q > 1/T and F̄{F̄−1(q) + t/2} − q > 1/T . Here ϕ is
defined in (C.13).
Proof. We denote m̂ := Q̂({Xt}Tt=1; 1/2) and m := Q(X; 1/2) to be the sample and






















































































































































































































whenever F{F−1(q) + t/2} − q > 1/T and F̄{F̄−1(q) + t/2} − q > 1/T . Combining
(C.21), (C.22), and (C.23) leads to the desired result.













provided that RMAD ∈ §λ.






























Here the last inequality is due to (C.24). This completes the proof.
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